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Abstract 
We propose an approach to declarative programming which integrates the functional and 
relationa! paradigms by taking possibly non-deterministic lazy functions as the fundamental 
notion. Classical equational logic does not supply a suitable semantics in a natural way. There- 
fore, we suggest o view programs as theories in a constructor-based conditional rewriting log- 
ic. We present proof  calculi and a model theory for this logic, and we prove the existence o f  
free term models which provide an adequate intended semantics for programs. We develop a 
sound and strongly complete lazy narrowing calculus, which is able to support sharing without 
the technical overhead of  graph ,cwriting and to identify safe cases for eager variable elimina- 
tion. Moreover, we give some illustrative programming examples, and we discuss the imple- 
mentability of  our approach. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords." Declarative programming: Non-deterministic functions: Constructor-based rewrit- 
ing logic; Lazy narrowing 
I. Introduct ion 
The interest  in combinin lz  di f ferent dec larat ive  programming parad igms,  espe- 
cially lhnct iona i  and  logic programnaing,  hlt~ grown over  the last decade;  see 
Ref .  [23] for  a recent  survey.  The  operat iona l  semant ics  o f  many  funct iona l  logic 
languages  is based  on so-ca l led nar rowing ,  which combines  the basic  execut ion  
mechan isms o f  funct iona l  and  logic languages,  namely  rewr i t i~g  and i tnif ication. 
Several  modern  funct iona l  languages,  as e.g. Haske l l  [44], a l low non-s t r i c t  func-  
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tions, that may return a defined result even if some argument is not defined. The 
operational semantics of  non-strict functional anguages relies on a lazy reduction 
strategy, roughly equivalent o outermost rewriting (see Ref. [9]), which delays the 
evaluation of function arguments as much as possible. This feature has been adopt- 
ed by some functional logic languages, such as K -LEAF  [15] and BABEL [42]. 
These languages use so-called constructor-based term rewriting systems to model 
the behaviour of  non-strict functions. A constructor-based term rewriting system 
classifies operation symbols in two categories: defined functions, whose behaviour 
is given by rewrite rules, and conslrzcctors, which are used to represent computed 
values as constructor terms. Another  special feature of  lazy functional logic lan- 
guages is the distinction between ordinary equality e = e' and strict equality 
e == e'. Strict equality means that e and e' can be reduced to the same constructor 
term (a finite, totally aefined value), while ordinary equality does not exclude the 
possibil ity that the common value of e and e' may be infinite and/or partially de- 
fined. Typically, strict equations are used for building goals and condit ions of  con- 
dit ional rewrite rules. 
On the other hand, the usefulness of  non-deterministic operations for algebraic 
specification and prograrr,_,.ning has been advocated by Hussmann [27,28], who 
provides several examples (including the specification of semantics for commu- 
nicating sequential processes) and leaves as an interesting open question 'the integra- 
tion o f  non-strict operations (at least non-strict constructors)' (see Ref. [28], Section 
8.2). In this paper, we propose a quite general approach to declarative programming,  
where possibly non-deterministic functions are taken as the fundamental  notion. The 
main idea is to keep constructors deterministic, and to allow defined functions to re- 
turn more than one constructor term as a computed result, for fixed constructor 
terms given as arguments. For instance, the following constructor-based rewrite 
rules define a function merge  that merges two given lists non-deterministical ly in 
all possible ways. We use Prolog's syntax for the list constructors. 
merge( [ ] ,  Ys)  
merge( [X  [ Xs ] ,  [ ] )  
merge( [X  I Xs ] ,  [Y ! Ys ] )  
merge( [X  [ Xs ] ,  [Y I Ys ] )  
Ys  
[x Ixs ]  
[X I merge(Xs, [Y [ Ys])] 
[Y [ merge([X [ Xs], Ys)] 
Given this definition, the function call merge ( [1 ] ,  [2 ,  3]  ) is expected ~o return 
three possible results, namely [ i ,  2, 3 ] ,  [ 2, 1, 3 ] and [ 2, 3, 1 ]. More concretely, 
we expect a backtracking mechanism to search for the results and deliver them one 
after the other, as in typical Prolog systems. Note that search is possible in our set- 
ting even for ground goak,. But. as we will see soon, goals including logic variables 
are also allowed. 
Our approach gives a positive answer to Hussmann's  question, since both our 
constructors and our defined functions have a non-strict semantics. Deterministic 
functions are of  course possible as a particular case. Therefore, our framework 
can exploit known advantages of determinism, such as dynamic cut [33] or simplifi- 
cation [24,25]. Relations can be also modelled as boolean functions. However, the 
main reason for our choice of  functions as the fundamental  notion is that functions 
have often a better operational behaviour, thus helping to avoid divergent computa- 
tions or to detect failure ear'ier. In the case of deterministic functions, these benefits 
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can be obtained thanks to deterministic simplif ication by rewriting, as sbown in Refs. 
[22,23]. In the case of  non-determinist ic functions, similar benefits are still possible 
thanks to lazy evaluation. This idea has been already advocated in Ref. [1]; we will 
show two concrete examples in Section 2. 
Technical ly, non-determinist ic functions can be modelled by means of  non-conflu- 
ent constructor-based term rewriting systems, where a given term may be rewritten 
to constructor terms in more than one way. To express goals and condit ions of  con- 
dit ional rewrite rules, strict equal ity is replaced by the more general not ion ofjoin- 
ability,: two term~ a,  b are regarded as jo inable (in symbols,  a. ~-~ b) iff they can be 
rewritten to a common constructor  term. For  instance, a possible goal for the merge  
funct ion is merge  (X-q, Ys ) t~ [A, B] for which the fol lowing f..,?~lr answers can be 
computed: 
Xs= [], Ys= [A ,B]  
Xs= [A ,B] ,  Ys= [] 
Xs= [A], Ys  = [B] 
xs  = [B], Ys  = [A] 
Note that we are able to compute general solutions for this goal, while most pre- 
vious approaches to strict equal ity [15,42,4,37] attempt an (often infinite) enumer- 
ation of ground solutions. We have designed a la-_y narrowing colcuhts that is 
sound and complete for solving arbitrary goals. In contrast o other iazy narrowing 
calculi, as e.g. those in Refs. [15,42,4,24,37], completeness of  our calculus holds 
without any confluence or non-ambigui ty  hypothesis,  even for condit ional  rewrite 
systems with extra variables in the condit ions, which may cause incompleteness o f
narrowing w.r.t, the semantics of  equat ional  ogic [40]. Previous works [15.42,19] 
have already shown how to overcome such incompleteness problems by adopt ing 
the restriction to left-linear, constructor-based rewrite rules (which are expressive 
enough for programming)  and replacing algebraic equal ity in goals and condit ions 
by strict equality. As hove! points w.r.t, these papers, we al low non-determinism 
and we ctabora:.e a !og.:cai f ramework,  so-called constructor-based rewriting logic, 
which provides e .'.k:Jarative and model-theoretic semantics for programs. In par- 
ticular, the intended se~nn.-'ics of  an arbitrary program is given by a free term 
model. 
The presence of non-determinism in programming languages raises semantic 
problems that are not always well understood. Many  different semantics are possible 
according to the decisions taken for several independent issues, including: 
* strict/non-strict functions; 
e call-time cho ice / run- t ime choice for parameter passing; 
- angel ic/demonic/erratic view of  non-determinist ic choices. 
A nice discussion of  these questions can be found in Ref. [49]. The semantic opt ion in 
this paper corresponds to angelic non-determ;niam with call-time choice for non-strict 
functions. The 'angelic' view means, intmtively, that the results of  all possible com- 
putat ions {due to different non-determinist ic choices) are collected by the semantics, 
even if the possibil ity of  infinite computat ions is not excluded. Technical ly, angelic 
non-dete~':ninism corresponds tc, the choice of  one of  the three main powerdomain 
constructions, so-called Hoare's powerdomain [52]. The "call-time choice" view, also 
adopted by Hussmann ha Refs. [27,28], has the fol lowing intuitive meaning: given 
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a funct ion  call f (e l  . . . . .  e,,), one  chooses  some fixed (poss ib ly  par t ia l )  va lue  for  each  
o f  the ac tua l  parameters  e i be fore  app ly ing  the rewr i te  ru les that  def ine f ' s  behav-  
iour .  Th is  opt ion  seems to be the most  natura l  way  to combine  non-determin is t i c  
cho ice  w i th  parameter  pass ing  and  it must  not  be confused  wi th  str ictness,  s ince 
the complete  eva luat ion  o f  the  te rms ~ to const ructor  te rms in normal  fo rm is 
not  requ i red .  The  usual  not ion  o f  rewr i t ing ,  however ,  is not  sound w.r.t ,  ca l l - t ime 
cho ice  semant ics .  -" The  fo l low ing  example ,  insp i red  by Ref.  [27], will c lar i fy this 
po in t .  LeL us cons ider  the fo l low ing  rewr i te  rules: 
co in  ~ 0 
co in  --. I 
doub le (X)  ~ X+X 
together  wi th  su i tab le  rules for  the add i t ion  operat ion  +.  Accord ing  to ca l l - t ime 
cho ice  semant ics ,  the te rm doub le  (co in )  shou ld  have  0 and  p, but  not  1, as pos-  
sible values.  Unfor tunate ly ,  an outermost  rewr i t ing  der ivat ion  is ab le  to compute  the 
incor rec t  result  l :  
"2 ~ub le (co in )  -~ co in  + co in  -~ 0 + co in  --+ 0 + I ~ 1 
I nnermost  rewr i t ing  is sound w.r.t ,  ca l l - t ime choice,  bt, t it is not  complete  w.r.t ,  the 
semant ics  o f  non-s t r i c t  funct ions .  There fore ,  we adopt  another  so lu t ion  suggested  in 
Ref .  [28]: all those  var iab les  that  have  more  than  one  occur rence  in the  r ight -hand 
s ide o f  some rewr i te  rule (such as X in the rewr i te  rule for  doub le )  must  be shared .  
In Refs.  [28,47] shar ing  is real ized by per fo rming  revcrit ing and  nar rowing  over  te rm 
gr~tphs [8], wh ich  leads to a s igni f icant  echn ica l  overhead.  In our  sett ing,  the  effect o f  
shar ing  is bui l t - in  w i th in  our  rewr i t ing  and  nar rowing  calcul i ,  in such a way  that  
te rm graphs  can be avo ided .  
For  ti~c s~ake o f  s impl ic i ty ,  we restr ict  our  p resentat ion  to the  unsor ted  case, but  
all our  resul ts  can  be extended to many-sor ted  s ignatures ,  o r  even  to typed  lan- 
guages  w i th  parametr i c  po lymorph ism:  see Refs.  [6,7]. The  paper  is o rgan ized  as 
fo l lows:  in the next  sect ion  we give fu r ther  examples  a t tempt ing  to mot ivate  the 
interest  o f  our  approach .  In Sect ion  3 we recall  some techn ica l  pre l iminar ies .  In 
Sect ion  4 we in t roduce  a Const ructor -based  cond i t iona l  ReWr i t ing  Log ic  (CRWLJ  
that  fo rmal i zes  the non-c lass ica l  vers ion  o f  rewr i t ing  needed in our  sett ing.  Sec- 
t ion  5 is concerned  w i th  the mode l - theoret i c  semant ics  for  CRWL programs;  this 
inc ludes  the ex is tence  o f  free te rm mode ls ,  wh ich  are  c losely  re lated to CRWL-  
provab i l i ty .  In Sect ion  6 we present  a Const ructor -based  Lazy  Nar rowing  Ca lcu lus  
(CLNC) .  In Sect ion  7 we estab l ish  the soundness  and  s t rong  completeness  o f  
CLNC w.r.t ,  the mode l - theoret i c  semant ics  o f  CRWL.  In Sect ion  8 we d iscuss  
poss ib le  re f inements  o f  CLNC,  based  on  demand-dr iven  strategies,  that  can  be 
used to bu i ld  eff icient imp lementat ions .  F ina l ly ,  in Sect ion  9 we summar ize  our  
conc lus ions .  
2 This makes an important difference between our setting and a classical paper by Boudo| [10l, which is 
based on t:lassical rewriting. Moreover. Boudol's work does not dea~ ~,ith nut'rowing. 
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2. Motivating examples 
Non-determin ism is one of the main novelties of  our  proposal .  Therefore,  we in- 
clude here two small CRWL-programs attempt ing to show how (lazy) non-determin-  
istic functions contr ibute to a more clear, concise and thus product ive declarative 
programming style. For  a discussion of the general advantages of funct ional  ogic 
p rogramming w,r.t, relational ogic programming,  the reader is referred to Ref. [23]. 
In the first example we program a small parser for a grammar  of  simple ar i thmetic 
expressions. In the second one we show how a typically inelficient "generate and test" 
logic program c~,n be converted into a more efficient functional logic program by ex- 
ploiting the combinat ion  of  nen-determinist ie  functions and lazy evaluation. Both 
examples use a hopeful ly sel l -explanatory s ntax for constructor-based,  condit ional  
rewrite rules, which is fon~al ly explained in Section 4. 
2.1 . .4  p~tr.ser 
BNF-descr ipt ions of  g rammars  have most of  the times some degree of  non-deter-  
minism, because of  the presence of  different alternatives for the same non-terminal  
symbol.  For  this reason, the task of vcriting a parser is simplified if a language sup- 
port ing some kind of  non-determinist ic  computat ions  i used. This happens, for in- 
stance, with logic programming,  for which the writ ing of  a parser is one of  the nicest 
examples of  declarative programming.  The standard translat ion of  a BNF-ru le  for a 
non-terminal  symbol s into a clause for a predicate .~(ht, Ott l )  (see, e.g., Ref. [50]) 
gives as result a logic program which is quite similar to the original BNF-descr ipt ion.  
The similarity is even increased with the hiding of  the arguments  El, Out  by means of  
the formal ism of  DCG's  (detinite clause grammars) ,  but in this ease a preprocessing 
3 is needed for obtain ing an executable program. 
In our  setting, the use of non-determinist ic  functions allows a formulat ion o f  
BN F-rules even more natural  than in the case of  logic programs: no extra arguments  
nor preproeessing is needed. As a concrete situation we consider a grammar  for sim- 
ple ar i thmetic expressions (using only 0 and !, for further simplicity), given by the 
fol lowing BNF-rules (tern,.,lals are enclc~sed by "" and [ indicates a non-determinist ic  
alternative): 
eA'pres.~iol l  . ' . " -  l¢'rpll 
e_vpre.s'.~'ion . ' :=  te rm ( "+ '1  "--') e.xl~r¢'.~'sion 
te rm "" ~ / i t c lo r  
te rm "" =. tk tc tor  ( ' * ' l  "/" ) term 
. /ac tor  .'.-= "0'1 "1" 
. l k tc tor  .'.'~ ' (  "e.vpres.~'ion" )" 
For writ ing a CRWL-parser  for this grammar,  we assume that the input is given 
in the form of  a list o f  toke ,  ts of  the form O, l ,  + , - ,  * , / ,  ( , )  (which are all 
I he prelsrocessm~ is performed automatically by many Prolog syslems. 
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constants, i.e., constructors of  arity 0). We model each non-terminal s by a non-de- 
terministic function (of arity O) returning a piece of  input (a list of tokens). The set of  
possible values to which s reduces is the set of  lists of  tokens recognized by s. For 
expressing alternatives we introduce the non-deterministic function 'par excellence' 
// ,  used in infix notat ion 4 and defined by the rules: 
X/ /Y  - *X  
X / /Y  -~Y  
Sequencing of  symbols in r ight-hand sides of  BNF-rules is e,,:oressed by means of  list 
concatenation, which is defined as a function ++ (used in infix notation, and associ- 
ating to the right) with rules: 
[ ] -H- Ys  -~ Ys  
[X I Xs] -n-Ys -~ [X 1 Xsq+ Ys ]  
Acc,,rding to this, termiffals must appear as an explicit list of  tokens (the same hap- 
pens in DCG's).  This results in the following CRWL-rules for the grammar: 
express ion  -~ te rm 
express ion  -~ te rm q+[+/ / - - ]~  express ion  
t e r m  ~ f a c t o r  - 
te rm --, factorqq-[*  // /1 q+term 
fac tor  -~ [0//I] 
faetor  -* [(]+b expr  e s s i onq-b[)] 
Given this program, express ion  yields all the expressions accepted by the gram- 
mar (as the results of  alternative computations).  Therefore, we can solve a variety of  
goals, as e.g. 
,, tokenL is t  t~  express ion ,  where tokenL is t  is any concrete list of tokens. This 
goal will succeed if tokenL is t  represents a correct arithmetic expression, accepted 
by the grammar: 
• [Tt, W2, T3, T4, Ts, T6, ' I ' 7 ]  t><l express ion ,  where T i a re  logic variables. This 
goal will have several solutions, representLng all the well-formed arithmetic expres- 
sions that can be built with seven tokens. 
2.2. Permutat ion  sor t  
A quite usual example of a very concise, descriptive, but inefficient logic program 
is permutat ion  sort :  the list L' is the result of sorting L if L' is a permutat ion of  L and 
+ We do not use [ for avoiding confusion with the bar of lists. 
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L' is sorted. The most immediate formulat ion of  this idea leads to the fol lowing naive 
'generate and test' logic program: 
permutation_sort(L,L') :- permute(L,L'), sorted.(L'). 
where permute and sorted are defined in the usual way. 
Of  course this is not a good method for sort ing lists, but the interesting point to 
discuss here is the reason of  its ext reme inefficiency when the program is executed 
under Prolog's standard computat ion  rule: every candidate solution L' is completely 
generated before it is tested. An extension of  Prolog's computat ion model by a co- 
rout in ing mechanism [43] has been proposed to solve this problem. The co-rout in ing 
approach requires the explicit introduct ion of  'wait '  declarations for some predi- 
cates. 
On the other hand,  in order to solve generat.e-and-test problems in a lazy func- 
t ional language (where there is nc  built- in search for solutions), one would typical ly 
follow the 'list of  successes" approach [5 ! ]: generate the list o f  all candidate solutions 
(all permutat ions,  in this case) and filter it by means of  the tester. A l though lazy eval- 
uat ion ensures that the list of  candidates is generated only to the extent required by 
the tester (which can reject a part ial ly generated solution), in any case it can be a very 
large structure. Moreover.. some special language construct ions,  uch as l ist compre-  
henv,fon [9], are usual ly needed to program the generat ion of  the candidates" list in a 
deciar,,tively neat way. 
In our  setting, we can use a non-determinist ic  function to describe the genera,Ion 
of  candidate solut ions (i.e., permutat ions)  in a concise and declarative way. Since 
candidate solutions are generated one by one, we can avoid the computat ion  of  a 
bigger structure (namely, the list of  all candidates) wi thout  loss of  completeness. 
At tht: same time, we avoid the inefficiency of  the naive logic program, because lazy 
evaluat ion will ensure that the generat ion of  each part icular permutat ion will be in- 
terrupted as soon as sor ted  recognizes that it cannot  lead to an ordered list. This 
combinat ion o f  a lazy, non-determinist ic  generator  and a lazy tester can be described 
as the "lazy generate and test" approach.  
More precisely, our generator permute  is defined as follows: 
permute([ ]) 
permute([X I Xs]) 
insert(X, Ys) 
insert(X, [Y I Ys]) 
-~ insert(X, permute(Xs)) 
-~ [XiYs ] 
-~ [Yl insert(X, Ys)] 
Note that permute is a non-determini.~tic fanct io , ,  due to the auxil iary function 
inser t .  To each of  the permutat ions produced by permute(L ) ,  say L', we 
want to apply the test sor ted(L ' )  and return L' as final result in case o f  suc- 
cess. I f  the test fails (remember: this may happen even if permute(L )  has been 
only partial ly evaluated) this part icular computat ion fails, and another  possible 
value of  permute(L )  must be tried. Using some kind of  CRWL-pseudocode 
with a "where-construction" typical of  functional programming,  we could then 
write: 
sort(L)-~L' ~ sor ted(L ' )~true  where L'=permute(L) 
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In the fo l lowing true CRWL-program we 'lift" the ~where-construct ion" by means  o f  
an  aux i l iary  funct ion  check :  
sor t (L )  --+ check(permute(L ) )  
check(L')  -+ L '~ sorted(L ' )  ~ t rue  
The def in i t ion o f  the tester sor ted  is the natura l  one:  if we assume that  lists consist  
o f  natura l  numbers  represented  by means  o f  the const ructors  zero ,  sue ,  then we 
can define: 
sorted([ ] )  
sor t  ed([X]) 
sorted( IX,  X' I Xs]) 
leq(zero~ Y) 
leq(suc(X) ,  zero)  
leq(suc(X) ,  suc(Y)) 
--~ t rue  
-~ t rue  
--+ t rue  ~ leq(X, X') I><I true,  sorted([X'  I Xs]) ~ t rue  
--. t rue  
-~ fa l se  
--, leq(X, Y) 
Th is  completes  the program.  Note  that  ca l l - t ime cho ice  is essential  for its cor rect  be- 
hav iour .  More  precisely,  s ince sor t (L )  calls check(permute(L )~,  ca l l - t ime 
cho ice  is needed to ensure  that  both  occur rences  o f  L' in the rigP, t -hand side o f  the 
rewr i te  rule for cheek  refer to the same permutat ion  o f  L. 
To  sort  any  given concrete  list list, it is now sufficient to solve sor t ( l i s t )~a  
8or tedL is t ,  wh ich  wil l  succeed and  b ind the logic var iab le  8or tedL is t  to the 
des i red result.  
Note  that  the techn ique  descr ibed in this subsect ion  can  be app l ied  to any  gener-  
ate and  test p rob lem,  in part icu lar ,  the pars ing goal  tokenL is t  t-~ express ion  
shown in the preced ing  subsect ion  can be also v iewed as a generate  and  test p rob lem,  
where  expre  s s ion  is the generator  and  the jo inab i l i ty  compar i son  with the given 
tokenL is t  acts as a tester. Exact ly  as in the Ieermutat ion  sort  CX'~.x*ple, many cand i -  
date  token  lists p roduced by expre  s s i on ,  but  dif ferent f rom tokenL is t ,  will be dis- 
carded  w i thout  generat ing  them complete ly .  
3. Technical preliminaries 
The reader  is assumed to have some tami l iar i ty  with tee basics o f  logic p rogram-  
ming  [5,31] and  term rewr i t ing [I 2,30]. We will a lso need some not ions  re lated to se- 
mant ic  domains  [48]. This  sect ion intends to make the paper  more  se i fconta ined.  We 
fix basic no' , ions, te rmino logy  and  notat ions ,  to be used in the rest o f  the paper.  
3. i. Posets  and  CPOs  
A part ia l ly  ordered set (in short ,  poset)  with bot tom _L is a set S equ ipped wi th  a 
part ia l  o rder  E_ and  a least e lement  _1_ (w.r.t.  E_). We say t imt an e lement  x 6 S is to- 
tal ly def ined iff x is max imal  w . r . t . c .  The  set o f  all tota l ly  def ined e lements  o f  S will 
be noted  De f ( S ). D C S is a directed set iff for all x,  y E D there exists z 6 D with 
x E_ z ,y  _ z. A subset A C_ S is a cone iff _I_EA and  A is downclosecL i.e., 
y _ x =0- y E A, for  all x E A, y 6 S. An  ideal I C_ S is a d i rected cone.  We 
write ~'(S),  J (S )  for  the sets o f  cones  and  ideals o f  S respectively.  The  set 
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=,.<:f J (S ) ,  equ ipped with the set- inc lus ion C as order ing ,  is a poset  wi th  bot tom,  
cal led the ideal completion of  S. Note  that  S's bot tom is precisely {_1_}, where  2. is S's  
bot tom.  There  is a natura l ,  o rder -preserv ing  embedd ing  o f  S into ~, wh ich  maps  
each  x E S into the principal ideal generated  by x, (x) =def {Y E S :  y ____. x}  E .~. 
A poset  with bot tom C is a complete partial order (in short ,  cpo) iff D has a least 
upper  bound I_.ID (also cal led limit) for  every d i rected set D C C. In part icu lar ,  
U0 =2. .  An  e lement  u E C is cal led a finite e lement  iff whenever  u ___ t_tD for  a 
non-empty  d i rected D, there exists x E D with ~: ~ x. Moreover ,  u is ca l led total 
iff u is max imal  w.:-.t. ___, and  partial otherwise.  A cpo  C is ca l led algebraic iff any  el- 
ement  o f  C is the l imit o f  a d i rected  set o f  f inite e lements .  For  any  poser wi th  bot tom 
S, its ideal complet ion  ~ turns  out  to be the least cpo  inc lud ing  S. Fur thermore ,  S is 
an a lgebra ic  cpo  whose  finite e lements  are  precisely the pr inc ipa l  ideals (x) ,  x E S; 
see, e.g. Ref.  [38]. Note  that  e lements  x E De f (S )  cor respond to finite and  total  el- 
ements  (x) in the ideal complet ion .  
A lgebra ic  cpos are commonly  used as semant ic  domains  for the denotat iona l  se- 
mant ics  o f  p rogramming languages  [48]. The  part ia l  o rder  is in terpreted  as an ap-  
p rox imat ion  order ing  between part ia l ly  def ined values; i.e. x c y is unders tood  as 
the s ta tement  hat  y is more  def ined than  x. Inf in ite values such as inf inite lists or  
funct ions  (in the case o f  h igher -order  languages)  can  be captured  as l imits o f  d i rected  
sets o f  f inite part ia l  values, lu this paper ,  we will work  wi th  posers instead o f  alge- 
bra ic  cpos,  because this simplif ies technical i t ies.  Any  given poset  S must  be imag ined  
as an incomplete  semant ic  domain ,  wh ich  prov ides  on ly  finite semant ic  values.  The  
ideal  complet ion  S suppl ies the miss ing inf inite values.  As we will see in Sect ion 5, 
finite values are  enough for  descr ib ing  the semant ics  o f  our  p rograms.  
3.2. Signatures, terms and C-terms 
A signatto'e with constructors is a countab le  set Z" = DCx U l~Sz, where  
DCz = U , ,~ DC~ and 3'S~ = U,,cr~ FS~ are  dis jo int  sets o f  constructor and defined 
fitnction s)'tnboIs respect ively,  each o f  them with assoc iated arity. We assume a count -  
able set ~" o f  variables, and we omi t  explicit  ment ior ,  o f  Z" in the subsequent  nota -  
t ions. We wr i te  Term for  the set o f  terms bui lt  up  wi th  a id o f  Z and  ~", and  we 
d is t inguish the subset CTerm o f  those terms (cal led constructor terms, shor t ly  C-  
terms)  wh ich  on ly  make use o f  DC and ~¢ . We will need somet imes  to enhance  Z wi th  
a new constant  (0-ar i ty const ructor )  _1_, obta in ing  a new s ignature  Z±. 5 We will wr i te  
Term± and CTerm± for the cor respond ing  sets o f  te rms in this extended s ignature ,  
the so-cal led partial terms.  As f requent  notat iona l  convent ions  we will a lso use 
e ,d  C DC; f ,g  E FS;  ,~,t  6 CTerm±;  a ,b ,e  6 Termj .  Moreover ,  vat (e )  
will be used for  the set o f  var iab les  occur r ing  in the term e. 
A natura l  approxhnation ordering E for  part ia l  terms can be def ined as the least 
part ia l  o rder ing  over  Term± sat isfy ing the fo l lowing propert ies:  
. IC_  e, for .all e 6 Term±,  
• et ___ e~ ..... e, ~ e,', =~ h(el , . . . ,  e,) ___ h(e~ .... , e,') for all h e DC"  U I~S", 
l e,, e i E Term±.  
s Semantical ly, the symbol  ~t is intended to denote the bot tom element, also written as ± by an abuse o f  
notat ion.  
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We are  par t i cu lar ly  interested in the restr ict ion o f  __. to the set CTerm± of  part ia l  C- 
Terms.  The  ideal complet ion  o f  CTerm± is i somorph ic  to a cpo  whose  e lements  are 
poss ib ly  inf inite trees wi th  nodes  label led by symbols  f rom DC tJ {_L} in such a way  
that  the  ar i ty o f  each  label cor responds  to the number  o f  sons o f  the node;  see Ref.  
[16]. For  instance,  i f  we assume a s ignature  that  inc ludes the const ructors  zero,  suc 
for  natura l  numbers ,  as well  as list const ructors  (wr i t ten in P ro log  syntax) ,  we can 
obta in  the inf inite list o f  all natura l  numbers  as l imit o f  the fo l lowing cha in  o f  part ia l  
C - terms:  
J_ ___ [ zero  I _L] ___ [ zero ,  sue(zero) I  _1_] 
[ zero ,  suc(zero) ,  suc(sue(zero) )  I _1_] _____ . . .  
3.3. Substitutions 
C-substitutions are  mapp ings  0 : Y" ~ CTerm wif ich have  0 - Term --~ Term as 
un ique  natura l  extens ion,  a lso noted  as 0. The  set o f  r ' !  C -subst i tu t ions  is noted  as 
CSubst .  The  b igger  set CSubst± o f  all part ia l  C-subst itt~tions 0 :  ~ - ,  CTe-,-m± is 
def ined ana logous ly .  We note  as tO the result o f  app ly ing  the subst i tut ion  0 to the 
term t ,  and  we def ine the compos i t ion  tr0 such that  t (a0)  ---- (t,,~)0. As usual ,  the do- 
main of  a subst i tu t ion  0 is def ined as dom(O)= {X~ ~' I XO~X},  and 
0 = {X i / t l  . . . . .  X , / t , ,}  s tands  for the subst i tu t ion  that  satisfies X;/~----- tt  (! <~i<~n) 
and Y0 ------ Y for  all Y E ¢- \ {X~ . . . . .  X,,}. A subst i tu t ion  0 such that 00 --- 0 is ca l led 
idempotent. The approx imat ion  order ing  over  CTermz induces  a natura l  approx ima-  
t ion order ing  over  CSubst±,  dehned by the cond i t ion :  0 ___ 0' iff X0 E X0', for  all 
X E ~¢". We will use also the sabsumption ordering over  CSubst~,  def ined by: 
0 ~ O' iff 0' = 0tr for  some o-. F ina l ly ,  the notat ion  0 ~< 0'[,//], where  ¢/c_ ~", means  
that  X0' -- X(0tr) for some tr and  for all X E 4/ (i.e, 0 is more  genera l  than  0' over  
the var iab les  in 4/). 
4. A constructor-based conditional rewriting logic 
As we have  seen in Sect ion 1, our  in tended semant ics  embod ies  angelic non-deter- 
minism with  call-time choice for non-strict funct ions,  and  the usual  not ion  o f  rewrit-  
ing is unsound w.r.t ,  such a semant ics .  There fore ,  we will use a special  p roo f  system 
cal led Const ructor -based  cond i t iona l  ReWr i t ing  Logic  (CRWL)  to formal i ze  the 
non-c lass ica l  vers ion o f  rewr i t ing  needed for  our  purposes .  In the rest o f  the paper ,  
we will see that  CRWL can  be equ ipped with a natura l  mode l  theory ,  and  used as a 
logical  basis for  dec larat ive  programming.  
Assume any  fixed s ignature  wi th  const ructors  Z" = DC U FS. CRWL- theor ies ,  
wh ich  will be cal led s imply  programs in the rest o f  the peper ,  are def ined as sets ~P 
o f  cond i t iona l  rewr i te  rules o f  the form: 
f (~)  -~ r ~= C 
left hand side (I) right hand side Condit ion 
where  f E FS ", t must  be a l inear n-tuple o f  C - te rms t ,  E CTerm and the cond i t ion  
C must  consist  o f  f initely many (poss ib ly  zero) jo inab i l i ty  s ta tements  a ~,a b with 
a,  b E Term.  As usual  (see, e.g., Ref.  [12]) "'t, l inear"  means  that  each var iable  occur -  
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r ing  in t must  have  a s ingle occur rence .  In  the  sequel  we use the fo l low ing  notat ion  
for  poss ib ly  par t ia l  C - ins tances  o f  rewr i te  rules: 
[.9]1 = {(1 --, r ~ c )01  (1 -~ r ~ c) • ~,  0 e CSubst i} .  
From a g iven CRWL-program :~ we wish to be ab le  to der ive  s ta tements  o f  the  fol-  
l ow ing  two  k inds:  
• Reduct ion  s ta tements :  a ~ b,  w i th  a,  b E Termt .  
• Jo inab i l i ty  s ta tements :  a t><a b, w i th  a ,  b E Term±.  
The  in tended mean ing  o f  a reduct ion  s ta tement  a ~ b is that  a can  be reduced  to b,  
where  ' reduct ion"  inc ludes  the  poss ib i l i ty  o f  app ly ing  rewr i te  ru les f rom .:~¢ or  rep lac -  
ing some subterms o f  a by _L. We are par t i cu la r ly  in teres ted  in reduct ion  s ta tements  
o f  the  fo rm a -~ t with  t 6 CTerm±.  which  we will cal l  approximation statements. 
One such s ta tement  is in tended to  mean that  t represents  one  o f  the  va lues  that  must  
be co l lected in o rder  to obta in  the  non-determin is t i c  semant ics  o f  a. Note  that  t can  
be a par t ia l  C - te rm;  th is  means  that  we are a iming  at a non-s t r i c t  semant ics .  
On  the  o ther  hand,  the  in tended mean ing  o f  a jo inab i l i ty  s ta tement  a ~ b is that  a 
and  b can  be both  reduced  to some common tota l ly  de f ined  value;  in o ther  words ,  
a ~< b will ho ld  if we can  prove  a ~ t and  b ----, t for  some common total C- term 
t E CTerm.  Note  that .  accord ing  to this idea.  ~-~ behaves  indeed as a genera l i za t ion  
o f  str ict  equa l i ty .  
A fo rmal  spec i f i cat ion  o f  CRWL-der ivab i l i ty  f rom a program #f is g iven by  the  
fo l low ing  rewr i t ing  ca lcu lus .  







Bot tom:  e --~_L. 
Monoton ic i ty :  
' . . .  e~, for  h E De" U FS". 
el ~ e ! e .  ---. 
h(e , , . . . ,  e , , )  - -~ h(e~ . . . . .  e: , )  
Ref lexiv i ty:  e ~ e. 
C 
Reduct ion :  ~ -  for  any  ins tance  (1 ----, r ~ C) E ['~¢]1- 
I -~ r 
Trans i t iv i ty :  e -~ e'  e '  ~ e" 
e ---~ e n 
a-~t  b -~t  
Jo in :  i f  t 6 CTerm.  
a>~b 
Some comments  about  this ca lcu lus  are in o rder .  Ru les  MN,  RF ,  R and  TR  reflect 
the  usua l  behav iour  o f  rewr i t ing ,  except  that  R a l lows  to  app ly  on ly  (part ia l )  C- in -  
s tances  o f  rewr i te  rules, whi le  t rad i t iona l  rewr i t ing  wou ld  a l low arb i t ra ry  instances.  
A t  th is  po in t ,  Basic Rewr i t ing  Ca lcu lus  (BRC)  ref lects our  opt ion  for  non-s t r i c t  func-  
t ions  and  ca l l - t ime cho ice  (an expl ic i t  shar ing  mechan ism is not  needed,  because  C-  
ins tances  are  bui l t  f rom C- terms,  that  represent  computed  - poss ib ly  part ia l  - val-  
ues). Ru le  B enab les  to der ive  approx imat ion  s ta tements  a ~ t w i th  par t ia l  g; the  
need  to col lect  such  s ta tements  is a lso due  to  non-s t r i c tness .  F ina l ly ,  ru le J obv ious ly  
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reflects the intended meaning of jo inabi l i ty ,  as explained above. Note that J requires 
t to be total. Otherwise, we would obtain a useless notion, since a ~ b would follow 
from B, for arbitrary terms a, b. As a concrete example of  BRC-derivabi l i ty,  assume 
that ,~ includes the rewrite rule: 
f rom(N)  -~ IN i f rom(suc(N) ) ]  
Then, the fol lowing approx imat ion statements can be derived from ~ in BRC: 
f rom(zero)  ~ ± 
f rom(zero)  ~ [zero  I ±] 
f rom(zero)  ----, [ zero ,  sue(zero)  I 1] 
. . .  
Note that {t  E CTermz I /'¢ t-aRc f rom(zero)  --~ t} is a directed set, whose limit 
(in the ideal complet ion of  CTerm±) represents the infinite list of  all natural  num- 
bers. 
At this point we can compare CRWL with another  well known approach to re- 
writ ing as logical deduction,  namely Meseguer's Rewr i t ing  Log ic  [35] (short ly 
RWL,  in what follows), which has been also used as a basis for computat iona l  sys- 
tems and languages uch as ELAN [29] and Maude [36]. In spite of  some obvious 
analogies, there are several clear differences regarding both the intended applica- 
t ions and the semantics. CRWL intends to model the evaluat ion of terms in a con- 
structor-based languz~ge including non-strict and possibly non-determinist ic 
functions, so that it can serve as a logical basis for declarative programming lan- 
guages involving lazy evaluation. On the other hand,  RWL was original ly proposed 
with broader  aims, as a logical f ramework in which other logics could be represent- 
ed, as well as a semantic f ramework for the ~pecification of  languages and (possibly 
concurrent)  systems. Accordingly,  RWL is not constructor-based and lacks the 
anaiogon to our  rule B. Moreover,  RWL relies on a more general not ion of rewrit- 
ing, namely rewrit ing modulo  equat ional  axioms (typically, associativity and/or  co- 
mmutat iv i ty  of  some operators),  intended to provide a structural equivalence 
between terms. Finally, RWL adopts run-t ime choice rather than call-t ime choice. 
This opt ion corresponds to the classical behaviour  of rewrit ing, using arbitrary in- 
stances of  the rewrite rules, in contrast to our rule R. We believe that call-time 
choice is a more convenient opt ion for programming purposes; the discussion of  
the permutat ion sort example in Section 2 has provided some evidence to this 
point. Moreover,  call-t ime choice leads to an implementat ion based on sharing, 
which is the most efficient choice for a lazy language. See the discussion in 
Section 1. 
In order to use CRWL as a logical basis for declarative programming,  it is con- 
venient o introduce a second rewrit ing calculus called Goal -Or iented Rewrit ing Cal- 
culus (GORe)  which al lows to build goa l -o r iented  proofs of  approx imat ion and 
jo inabi l i ty statements. Goal -or iented proofs have the prope~ty that the outermost  
syntactic structure o f  the statement to be proved determines the inference rule which 
must be applied at the last proof  step; in this way, the structure of  the proof  is de- 
termined by the structure of  the goal. This will provide a very helpful technical sup- 
port for proving the completeness of a goal solving procedure based on lazy 
narrowing;  see Section 7. 
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We will p rove  that  BRC and GORC have the same deduct ion  power  for der iv ing 
approx imat ion  and  jo inabi l i ty  statements.  The  fact that  BRC-provab le  s ta tements  
a lways  have GORC-proofs  bears  some a~alogy  to the existence o f  so-cal led uni form 
proofs  in abst ract  logic p rogramming languages  based on sequent  calcul i  [41]. The  
fo rmal  presentat ion  o f  GORC is as fol lows: 





Bottom:  e --*_L. 
Restr ic ted Reflexivity: X ~ X for X E ¢' .  
e l  --+ t l  . . .  e. -~ tn 
Decompos i t ion :  c (e i , . . . ,  e,,) ~ c(tl . . . . .  t,,) 
tbr  c E DC". ti E CTerm±.  
Outer  Reduct ion :  et ~___~ t_j . ._,  e,, ~ t ,  C r ~ t 
t (e, . . . . .  e,,) -~ t.  
if t ~_L, ( f ( t ,  . . . . .  t,,) - -  r -'-=- C) C [-Y?JJ_- 
Jo in:  a ----, t b ---, t if t E CTerm.  a. t><l b
Note  that  GORC c:m der ive only  such reduct ion  s tatements  that  are in fact ap- 
p rox imat ion  statements .  The  fo l lowing propos i t ion  ensures the desired equ iva lence 
between BRC and GORC:  
Proposi t ion 4,1 (Calcul i  equiva lence) .  For any program :~, the calculi  BRC and  GORC 
derive the same approxb~mtion and johmbi l io '  statements.  
Proof .  Let .~ (program)  and  tp (approx imat ion  or  jo inab i l i ty  s ta tement)  be given. We 
will show that  .:~ F~Rc ~p iff .~ I-GORe tO. 
The  "'if" part  ho lds because any  step within a given GORC-proof  can be easi ly 
rep laced by one  or  several  BRC-steps.  This  is obv ious  for B-, RR-,  DC-  and  J -steps,  
whi le any  OR-s tep  can be replaced by four  BRC-s teps  accord ing  to the fo l lowing 
scheme: 6 
TR 
f (e !  . . . . .  e . )  -~  t 
MN f(e~ . . . . .  e~) -~ f ( t~ . . . . .  t~)TR f ( t ,  . . . . .  t . )  ~ t 
el ~ t ,  . . . . .  e .  -~ t,, R f ( t l  . . . . .  t . )  -~ r r -~ t 
C 
The "'only if" part  can be proved by induct ion  on the s t ructure  o f  BRC-der ivat ions .  
The  induct ion  relies on the fo l lowing key observat ion:  Any  given BRC-proof  for  
~ I-BRC f(e, . . . . .  e . )  --~ t 
Here and in the sequel, we draw BRC and GORC proofs as trees growing downwards, where ach node 
corresponds to the conclusion of some inference rule whose premises correspond to the node's children. 
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(where  t is not  _L) determines  a rewr i t ing  7 sequence  o f  the  fo rm 
f (e l , . . . ,e , , )  ~*  f ( t l , . . . , t , ) - -~ r -~*  t, 
where  each  rewr i te  s tep  app l ies  some rewr i t ing  ru le f rom [~]±, o r  a rewr i te  ru le o f  the  
fo rm e --~_1_. In  par t i cu la r  the  rewr i te  s tep f ( t~  . . . .  , t , ,)  --~ r wil l  co r respond to some 
ins tance  f ( t~ , . . . ,  t , )  ~ r ~ 0 E f.~']~. By induct ion  hypothes is  we can  assume 
that :  
]"(]OR(7 e i  --"> ti (1 ~ i <~ n), 
• ~ [-GORC a t~ b for  each  a t>q b in C 
,~ I'-GORC r -~ t, 
because  each o f  the  s ta tements  has  a shor ter  BRC-proo f  than  f (e~ . . . .  , e~) --~ t .  
Then  we can  conc lude  that  ,~ ~-~ORC f (e l  . . . . .  e , )  ~ t by  applyin:~ rule OR.  [] 
In the  rest o f  the  paper ,  the  notat ion  :~ [-CRWL (~O will mean provab i l i ty  o f  t# (an 
approx imat ion  or  jo inab i l i ty  s ta tement )  in any  o f  the calcul i  BRC or  GORC.  
We clo:ge this sect ion  w i th  a techn ica l  resul t  wh ich  will be used in Sect ions  5 and  7. 
Lemma 4.~ (Monoton ic i ty  Lemma) .  Let .~ be a program, e E Term±,  
O,O'ECgubs~'L, and t E CTerm±.  I f  OE_O' and 1I is a GORC-proof  o f  
I--CRWL e0  -*  t .  there exists a GORC-proof  H' o f  J¢ I-CRWL e0'  ~ t with the same 
length and structure as FI. 
Proof .  F i rst ,  we note  that  0 E 0' enta i ls  e0  E e0' .  There fore ,  we can  assume 
e0___ a E a '= e0' .  We reason  by induct ion  on  thc  size o f  H,  measured  as the  
number  o f  GORC- in f ,~rence  steps.  
Base case (n = 0): H must  have  one  o f  the two  fo rms:  
B a-~± or  RR a-~a.  
In  the  first case we can  take  B a '  --,_1_ as H' .  In  the  second case a must  be a var iab le .  
Then  a E_ a '  enta i l s  a = a'  and  H i tsel f  can  be taken  as H' .  
Inductive case (n > 0): We d is t ingu ish  two  subcases  accord ing  to the GORC-ru le  
used for  the last in fe rence  s tep  in H. 
Ru le  DC.  Then  /1 must  be o f  the form:  
Hi  • . .  H,, 
DC 
a = c (a l , . . . , a , , )  --~ e ( t~, . . . ,  t,,) 
where  Hi is a GORC-proof  for  :~ I-CRWL a~ ~ t~(1  <~ i ~ n). Then  we can  bu i ld  H '  as 
DC n', . . .  n'o 
a'  =-- c (a '  I . . . . .  a ; )  ---. c ( t l  . . . . .  t , )  
where  the GORC-proofs  H'; for  .~ I-CRWL a~ --~ t ;  do  exist by induct ion  hypothes is .  
• Ru le  OR.  In  this  case :he s t ruc ture  o f  H is 
H I . . .H , ,  A F 
OR 
a _~ f(al  . . . . .  a,)--* t 
7 Here, "rewriting sequence" refers to the usual notion of term rewriting; see e.g. Ref. [12]. 
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where H~ is a GORC-proof  for ~ i-CRWL a~ ---* t,- (1 <~ i~< n), A a GORC-proof  for 
F-CRWL C, F a GORC-proof  for ~ I--CRWL r ---* t ,  f ( t l  . . . . .  t . )  ~ r ~ C E [~]±, 
Thus, by induction hypothesis  we can assume GORC-proofs  /'/~ for 
~-CRWL a~ ~ t i  (1 ~< i <~ n) and build H'  as 
OR /7tl.../7" A r [] 
a ~ f (a ' i , . . .  , a,') --> t 
5. Model-theoretic semantics for CRWL-programs 
In this section we define models for CRWL and we establish soundness and com- 
pleteness of  CRWL-provab i l i ty  w.r.t, semantic validity in models. Moreover,  we 
prove that every program has a free term model,  which can be sa~zn as a generaliza- 
t ion of  ~-semant ics  [14] for Horn  clause programs. 
5.1. CR WL-algebras 
In S~ction 3 we have explained that the elements of  a poset S can be viewed as 
finite approx imat ions of  values of  a semantic domain  D, that can be obtained from 
5 by adding limit elements via an ideal complet ion construct ion. Therefore, we will 
use models with posers as carriers. In any such model,  we will interpret function sym- 
bols as monoton ic  mappings  taking elements as arguments  and returning as result a 
cone of  elements rather than a single element, because of  the possibi l ity o f  call-t ime 
choice non-determinism. A technical justi f ication for the use of  cones is the construc- 
tion o f  Hoare 's  powerdomain  [48.52], where cones of  finite elements of  a given do- 
main D, part ial ly ordered by set inclusion, become the elements of  Hoare 's  
powerdomain .~(D). In fact, when apply ing ideal complet ion to our  models, mono-  
tonic mappings from elemeats to cones become conthmous mappings from domains  
to Hoare 's  powerdomains.  "fhe poset-based presentat ion turns out to be convenient 
for all our  purposes. Determinist ic functions, in this setting, can be viewed as those 
mappings from elements to conez that return directed cones (i.e., ideals) as results. 
This is because ideals correspond to (possibly infinite) elements in the ideal comple- 
tion. 
Technical ly, we need the fol lowing definition: 
Definition 5.1 ~Non-deterministic and deterministic functions). Given two posets with 
bot tom D, E, we define: 
• the set of  all non-deterministic functions from D to E as 
[D-~. E] =~r { f :  D--, ~(E)I  Vu, u' S D:(u __ ~' $ f (u )c_  f (u ' ) )};  
• the set of  all deterministic functions from D to E as 
[D ~ El =~ef I f  s [D --*n El IVu ~ D: f(u) ~ Y(E)}. 
Note also that any non-determinist ic function f E [D ---~, E] can be extended to a 
monoton ic  mapping f : ~(D) ~ ~(E)  defined by f'(C) -d~f uuecf (u) .  The behav- 
iour of  f" according to this definit ion reflects call-t ime choice. By an abuse of  nota- 
tion, we will note f also as f in the sequel. 
Now we can define the class of  algebras which will be used as models for CRWL:  
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Definit ion 5.2 (CRWL-algebras).  For  any given s ignature,  CRWL-algebras are 
a lgebra ic  structures o f  the form: 
.d  = (Do,, { o" '}, .~, . ,  { r :  }~.~) ,  
where  D.e is a po.~et, e ' j  E [D'~j ---~a D.:II tbr e ,--_ D.J", and f'~¢ E [D~/ - -n D~j] for 
f E FB". For  c ~/ we still require the followi.ng addi t iona l  condi i ion:  For  all 
ul . . . . .  u,, E D.~j there is v E D:,, such that e~J(u, . . . . .  u,,) = (e). Moreover ,  
v E De f(D.,./) in case that all u; E De f(D~./). 
The  add i t iona l  cond i t ion  required for the interpretat ion o f  ce~:structors means  
that const ructors  must  be interpreted as determinist ic  mapp ings  that  map finite 
(and total) e lements  into finite (and total) e lements.  To unders tand  this, recall the 
character izat ion  o f  finite and total e lements in the ideal complet ion  o f  a poset,  given 
in Sect ion 3, 
The  next def init ion shows how to evaluate terms in CRWL- , , lgebras :  
Definit ion 5.3 (Term evahtation). Let .eJ be a CRWL-a igebra  o f  s ignature Z. A 
valuation over  .¢-/is any mapp ing  r/: ;J" -;, D~¢, and we say that  ~1 is totally defim'd ( f f  
r/(X) E DeF(D~/) for all X E '1 ". We denote  by Val(.~-/) the set o f  all va luat ions,  and 
by DefVa l ( .~/ )  the set o f  all total ly def ined valuat ions.  The  evahtation of  a part ial  
term e E Term± in ,e /under  ~1 yields ~e~"~/ll E e~(D~.,,) which is def ined recursively as 
fol lows: 
• ~±~',I  =,,,~ (±.:,). 
• i[x]~",7 =,,,:i (,~(x)>, for  x E '1 . 
• ~h(e l , . . . ,  e,)]]~¢~/ =a,  tf hV(~e l ] ] : /q  . . . . .  [[ e ,, ]] "411) . for al~ h E DC" U FS" .  
Due to non-determin ism,  the eva luat ion  of  a term yields a cone rather  than an el- 
effient. However ,  this cone can still represent an e lement  (in the ideal complet ion)  in 
the cage that it is an ideal. 
In the next propos i t ion  and  |emma we prove some propert ies related to term eval- 
uat ion: 
Proposi t ion 5.1. Given a CRWL-algebra ..~/, /br wo' e E Term± ¢:nd a~ O' ~1 E Vat ( ,e / ) :  
¢a) ~e]l~gl ~ 'e,(D~¢). 
(b) ~- el] ~' q E .~¢ (D.,/) t'['f ' ' / is determ#tisth']br e~erv definedfiowtion symbol f occurrhtg 
in e. 
(c) ~e~]~/q ----- (v) Jbr some v G D:/, t.7' e E CTerm~.  Moreover, v E Def(D,. j )  /.7. 
e E CTerm and i I E DefVa l ( .~ J ) .  
Proof.  (a) We reason by structural  induct ion.  
® For  e ---- X E ~¢", ~e~°iO = 0/(X)) is a cone. 
• For  e -- h(e l  . . . . .  e,,), we can assume that Ai ---- Heil]~Jq(1 ~< i<~ n) are cones by 
I .H.  
Then,  [~e]]~"tl = h4(A i  . . . . .  A,) = U {h ' J (u l  . . . . .  u , ) /u ;  E A,}, a non-empty  union,  
because _I_E A;(1 ~< i~< n). Each h ' J (u l  . . . . .  u,,) is a downward  closed set inc luding 
_1_, since it is a cone.  Thus  [[e~'Jr/is also a cone.  
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(b) S imi lar  reason ing  as in (a). Now,  in the induct ive  step we can assume that  
A I , . . . ,A , ,  are ideals and  h -~¢ is determin ist ic .  We check that  ~e~/r /  is a d i rected 
set. For  given v, v 'C  ~e]]~¢r/ we can find u~,u~ E A~ (1 <~i~n)  such that  
v ~: W/ (u l , . . . ,u , ) ,  v 'E  h~"(u'l . . . . .  u~,). Since each A: is d i rected there are  some 
u I ' -~A; such that  u~,u ;Eu"  ' - i (! ~<i~<n). Monoton ic i ty  o f  h -~" ensures  that  
v, v '  E hd(u ' t ' , . ,  u~). Since h '~/ is determin is t ic ,  h ~j (u'( . . . . .  u~) is an  ideal,  and  it 
must  inc lude some v" such that  v, v' _ v". 
(c) We reason by induct ion  as in (a) and  (b). Now in the ind~:ctive step we can  
assume A~ = (u~) (! ~< i ~< n), and  even that  u~ are total ly def ined if q is. By monoto -  
nicity, e~¢(At , . . . ,A , , )  = e '¢(u i  . . . .  , u,,). Because o f  the requ i rements  in Def in i t ion 
5.2, this i> o f  the fo rm (v),  where  v can be chosen  lota l ly  def ined if ul  . . . .  , u,, are  
total ly  d~fined. [] 
Lemma 5.', (Subst i tut ion  Lemma) .  Let  Pl be a vahtathm over a CR WL-a lgebra .&. For 
any e C Term~ and an), 0 E Csubst± we have: ~eO~"/q = ~e~/)h, ,  where 0:, is the 
uniqtu'ly determined vahtathm that satisfies 
(rh,(X)) = ~XO]~/ri .[br a l l  X E l . 
Proof .  Note  that  r/0 is indeed tmiquely  determined since for all X E ~ there is a 
un ique  v ~ D.~.,, such that  J[X0]]'"q = (v),  due  to P ropos i t ion  5.1(c). The  lemma is 
p roved by st ructura l  induct ion  over  e: 
• For  e ------ X E '¢ . we get ~eO]")l = [[XO]]~%l : (,l,,(X)) = l ie! 4 ,h , .  
o For  e ---- h (e l  . . . . .  e, ) .  we have 
= h~'(~el~"ZtlO . . . .  , e,,~]~/qO) (~, by induct ion  hypothes is  
= [[e~ "'qO. C 
5.2. Models  
We are now prepared  to in t roduce  models .  The  main  ideas are to interpret  reduc-  
t ion s ta tements  in .~/ as inc lus ions between cones (i.e. approx imat ions  in Hoare 's  
powerdomain  :~(D~/)) and  to interpret  jo inab i l i ty  s ta tements  as assert ing the exis- 
tence o f  some common,  total ly def ined approx imat ion .  Remember  that  total ly de- 
f ined e lements  cor respond to finite and  total  e lements  in the ideal complet ion .  
Definit ion 5.4 (&Iodels). Assume a program ,~? and  a CRWL-a igebra  .e/. We define: 
• .e,/ satisfies a reduct ion  s ta tement  a ~ b under  a va luat ion  q (in symbols ,  
( .~ ' , , t )  D a~b)  iff ~ °~ a~ , ~ ~b~%. 
• .el satisfies a jo inab i l i ty  s ta tement  & M b under  a va luat ion  ~/ (in symbols ,  
(.rl. q) ~ a b<a b) iff [~a~ ¢, 1f'l ~b~'~",! f-I De ~'(D~j) # (0. 
...ql ,-~tisfies a rule 1 --, r ~ C ill" every va luat ion  )/ such that  (,c./, q) ~ C verifies: 
• o~J is a model  of  .~ (in symbols  .& ~ .~) iff .eJ satisfies all the rules in .~'. 
CRWL-provab i l i ty  is sound w.r.t,  mode ls  in the fo l lowing sense: 
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Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). For any program ~ and an), reduction or joinabil ity 
statement tp: 
v~ I---CRWL (p =:~ (.r/, ~1) ~ ~0, for a l l  ~ /~ :~¢ and a l l  q ~ De fVal(,e/). 
Proof. Let ,~,/~ ,# and q E DefVal(,~) be arbitrari ly fixed. We prove that 
satisfaction in ,~v' under Pl is preserved by all the inference rules of  the BRC-calculus. 
The theorem follows then by a trivial induction on the length of  BRC-proof.  Rules 
B, MN,  RF and TR are obviously sound. 
For  rule R, let us consider (1 -~ r ¢= C)0 E [.#]±, where (1 ---, r ¢= C) c .# and 
0 E OSubst i .  Assume that (,~./, ~l) ~ C0. Then (~4, ~h,) ~ C, by Lemma 5.1. Since 
,~1 ~ ~,  we conclude that (,oZ, q~,) ~ 1 ~ r,  and using again Lemma 5. t, we come 
to (.~./, ~l) ~ 10 ---, r0. Finally, for rule J let us assume (~#, ~!) ~ a ---, t ,  (.~, ~l) 
b ~ t ,  for some t E CTerm. By Definition 5.4, this means 
~a11%l _~ ~ql%l c_ i[bll %s. 
By Proposit ion 5. l(c), we know that ~t~¢~ I = (v> for some v E De f(D~,,). Again by 
Definition 5.4, we can conclude that (,e/, #l) ~ a t~ b. [] 
5.3. Canonic term models 
Completeness of  I--CaWL can be proved with the help of  canonic term models, that 
are closely related to CRWL-provabi l i ty .  
Definition 5.5 (Canonic term mode l  term algebras). Given a program :#.. the canonk' 
term mode l . / /#  is defined as follows: 
(a) D a~ is the poset CTerm~ with approximation ordering ___.~ as defined in 
Section 3. 
(b) ca~( t l  . . . . .  t,,) =,l,q (e ( t j  . . . . .  t,,)) (principal ideal), for all t~ E CTerm±. 
(c) fa ' ( t l  . . . . .  t,,) ----,~,:t - {t  E CTerm~ t .# I-CRWL f ( t l  . . . . .  t,,) ---, t},  for all 
t~ E CTerml. 
Mc, reover, any CRWL-algebra ,~,/with D4 = CTe rmL that satisfies item (b) above, is 
called a term algebra. 
. #~ is a well-defined CRWL-algebra.  In fact, f a ,  is monotonic  (as required by 
Definitions 5.1 and 5.2) as a consequence the Monotonic i ty  Lemma 4.1. 
More precisely, by applying the Monotonic i ty Lemma with e =-f(X~ . . . . .  X,,), 
0 = {X, / t ,  . . .Xn/%,} aud 0 '= {X,/t~ ...X,,/t~,} we obtain: 
f a ' ( t ,  . . . . .  t,,) C_ f .a ~(t,  I . . . . .  t~,) 
under  the assumpt ion t ;  E_ t~ (I  .<. i ~ n). Thus.  f H, E [D~'a , -~,, D~, ] ,  as requested. 
For any t E CTerm•, 0 E CSubst± it is easily checked that ( t0)  = ~t~'#'(l. This 
fact will _he used several times in the rest of  the paper. 
Next we show that satisfaction in, /e'~ can be characterized in terms of  CRWL 
provabil ity, 
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Lemma 5.2 (Character izat ion Lemma).  Let  i d be the identity valuation over .#.~, 
def ined by i d ( X ) = X jb r  aH X ~ ~.  For any approximat ion or jo inabi l i ty statement  q~, 
we have (~[t'.,, i d) ~- ~p ¢=::> .~ ~-CRWL ~P. 
Proof. Using the equivalence between the rewrit ing calculi BRC and GORC (cf. 
Proposit ion 4. I), we split the proof  in two parts: 
(a) (. 1/~, ict )  l= ~ =~ ~ I-'aac e,  
To prove (a) we reason by induction on [[ q~ I[ ~ B~l defined as follows: 
• l ie --. t][ =d,~r size(e), 
• !]9. ~4 b[l =,vr size(a) + size(b), 
where size(e) is meant as the number  of  symbols (function, constructor  and variable 
symbols) occurr ing in e. U;xder the assumpt ion that ( . /d , ,  ±d) ~ tp, there are five 
cases to consider: 
(a. 1) q~ ----- e --~ Z, this is a base case. :~ t-aRc t# holds because of  rule B. 
(a.2) tp -- e ---+ e, with e E This  is also a base case..3¢ Fa~c ~ holds because o f  
rule RF. 
(a.3) q0-  e(et  . . . .  ,e,,) ~ e(tL . . . . .  %).  By construct ion of  ./,¢~,, we have that 
(.//.~,, :i.d.) ~ ~p entails (.t'/~,~ id )  ~ e,. --+ t i  (i <.i.<.n). Then :~I-'BRc ~P follows 
by I.H. and rule MN.  
(a.4) tp _= f (e j , . . . ,  e,,) ---, t .  with t #3-. Since ~t ] ]a* id  = (t). (. #,~, id )  ~ tp en- 
tails: 
t ~ r~'(~e,]l ~'id,...,~en]]"'ia). 
Hence, there are some t, E [[ei~ a ' id  (1 <.i<.n)  such that t e £a ' ( t l  . . . t , ) .  
Therefore, we have: 
( . / / , ,  £d) ~ el  --0 tx ( l  ~i<~n)  and .~¢ F-nac £ ( t t  . . . . .  t,,) ---- t, 
by construct ion of  J / , .  By I.H. we can assume .~ ~-nRc e~ ----, t~ ( 1 <~ i ~< n). Then. 
~ ~-aac ¢P follows by appl icat ion of  rules MN and TR. 
(a.5) ¢p -- a t>~ b. Since total ly defined elements in . ,q ,  are total  C-terms, we get that 
(.~#.~,, id) ~ e entails the existence of some t E CTerm such that t e ~a]~id  N 
[b ]a~' id .  Due to the fact that [ t~ id - - - - -  (t), we can conclude ( .# , .  id )  
a ~ t ,  (oH..,, id )  ~ b --* t .  Then, .~ t-'aRC~P follows by I.H. and rule J .  
To prove (b) we reason by induct ion on the size of  GORC-prool ' , ; ,  measured as 
the number  o f  inference steps. There are five cases to cons't ier corresponding to 
the five possibilities o f  the last step in a GORC-proof .  " " 
(b. 1) :~ F'c, oRc ~P is proved by a single appl icat ion of  rule B. Then tp -- e --* 3_ and 
(.~#.,, id )  ~ q9 holds trivially. 
(b.2) ..:e ~-ooac cp is proved by a single appl icat ion of  rule RR. Then rp _---- X ---, X, 
with X ~ ~', and (.#.,~, id )  ~ e) is also trivial. 
(b.3) .~ t--~oac ¢p by a GORC-proof  ending with a De-step.  In this case we know 
that ~p _= e(et  . . . . .  e,,) ~ e(t~ . . . . .  t , ) .  The case n = 0 is trivial. In the case n > 0, 
we can assume J¢ i--Gone e~ --, t~ (I ~< i ~< n) with shorter GORC-preofs .  By I.H. 
we get ( .~ , ,  id )  ~ e~ ---, t~ (! <~i<~n). Then ( .# , ,  ±el) ~ q:. follows by construc- 
t ion of  .#~.  
(b.4) .~¢~~oac q' by a GORC-proof  ending with an OR-step. Then 
~p-:--_ ff(e~ . . . . .  e,,) ~ g and we have shorter GORC-proofs  for :~ ~-~o~c e ,~ 
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1;,- ( 1 ~< i ~< n), ,3~ F-GORC C and .~ Sc;oRc r -~ t ,  for some t~, C, r such that 
f ( t z , . . ,  t , )  ~ r <:= C E [.'4~]±. From this we can conclude that (.N.~,, id )  ~ ei 
t i  (1 ~< i~< n), using I.H. Moreover,  .9~ F-aRc f ( t t , . . . ,  t , )  ~ t also follows easily, 
using Proposit ion 4.1 and the BRC-rules R and TR. By construct ion of  ..N~,, we 
conclude that t e f 'a"( 'c l  . . . . .  %). This  together with (,//~,, id )  ~= e~ ---. 
1;; (1 ~< i~< n) entails ( J /a ,  id )  ~ f ' (e , , . . . ,  e,,) --~ t again by construct ion of  o/[~. 
(b.5) ..~ ~'OORC ¢P by a GORC-proofend ing  with a J-step. Then tp ~ a. ~ b and we 
have shorter  GORC-proofs  for .~ ~-~ORC a --~ t ,  and :# I"~oac b ~ t ,  four some 
t ~ CTerrn. Us ing I.H. and ~t~.a" id  = (Z). we conclude that "c 6 [[a~ ~" id~ 
[b~a~id .  Since t is total ly defined in .//~, this entails (,//.~, id )  ~ tp. I -~ 
As a consequence of  the Character izat ion Lemma, we get the fol lowing corol- 
lary. 
Corol lary 5.1. For any partial C-substitutiar~ tp"(which is also a vahtation over . / /~) ,  any 
• 
approxinmtion or joinabil ity statement cp, and any term e, we have: 
(a) (.//.~, O) ~ tp ~ .~¢ ~cawL tp0, 
(b) ~e~'a*O = {t  6 CTermx 1.~¢ ~-CRWL e0 ~ t}.  
Proof. (a) By apply ing Lemmas 5. I and 5.2 we get 
(,.//~¢, id,,) ~- tp -~  ( . / / , ,  id) ~ tp0 ~ ,~¢ ~-CRWL qg0, 
where id ,  is determined as the unique vahmtion such that 
( id , (X) )  = [X0]'a*id for all X ~ ~ ". 
Since X0 is a partial C-term, we have [X0]'a~id = (X0).Therefi~re, id ,  = 0. and the 
result is proved. 
(b) We can reason as follows: 
~e~'a*o = ~e]] a* id0  '~ 0 -  id,, 
= [e0~'a* id  % Lemma 5.1 
= {t  6 CTermL I t  6 [e0]a~id}  
= {t 6 CTerm± l<t) -- ~t~a ' id  C_ ~eo~a' id} 
---- {t e CTerml  I (.//.~,id) ~ eO--~ t} 
= {t  6 CTerm± I .~ ~-CRWL e0 ~ t} t~ Lemma 5.2. [] 
5.4. Properties o f  canonic term models 
Now we can discuss why canonic term model3 are important.  First. we prove a 
main result relating provabi[ ity and models in CRWL.  
Theorem 5.2 (Adequateness o f .  N, ) .  .N ,  is a model o f  ,~?. Moreover. fo r  any 
approximation or joinahiHty statenwnt p, the./olhm'ing conditions ate equit,alent: 
(a) .~¢ Fcawe ~P. 
(b) (~e/, q) ~ q~.lbr every .4  ~- .~. and eveev ff 6 De fVal( .~g).  
(e) (. N.,t, id )  ~ q~. where i d  is the identiO' valuation. 
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Proof. In order to prove ,t'/~, ~ .~, we consider a rule 1-~, r <= C E :~ and a 
valuation over ~//,~, which is the same as a substitution 0 E Csubst±. Assume th,~t 
(d /~,O)  ~C.  By Corollary 5.I (a), this amounts to ~l--cawL CO. It follows 
that ~ I-CaWL (1 ~ r)0. We conclude that {t  ~:~ CTermz [ :~ I--CRWL r0 ---, t}  C 
{t  E CTermx ] ,# I--c~:wt. l0  ~ t} using the BRC-rule TR. By Corollary 5.1 (b), 
this means ~r~a~o c ~l~'[e~O. 
We now come to the equivalences: (a) entails (b) by the Soundness Theorem 5.1. 
(b) entails (e) because .//,~ is a model of  ~ and id  is a totally defined valuation. Fi- 
nally, (c) entails (a) by the Characterization Lemma 5.2. [] 
Note that the completeness of l-cawL also follows from Theorem 5.2. According 
to this result, JL~. can be regarded as the intended {canonical) model of program ~.  
In particular, a given f ~ FS" will denote a deterministic function 
ifff '~'~(t, . . . . .  t,,) is an ideal for all t~ c CTerm~. This property is undeeidabte 
in general, but some decidable sufficient conditions are known which work quite well 
in practice; see e.g. the sufficient non-ambiguity conditions in Ref. [18]. 
There is a clear analogy between .g.~, and so-ca!led ~-semantics [14] for Horn 
clause programs. In fact, ~-semantics orresponds to the least Herbrand model over 
the Herbrand Universe of  open C-terms (i.e., terms built from constructors and vari- 
ables). Moreover, Horn clause logic programs correspond to CRWL-programs 
whose defining rules are of  the form 
p( t )  --~ t rue  ¢= C, 
where eachjoinabil ity condition in C is of the form q(e,) ~ true. For such programs. 
it is easily checked that ~.:/~ indeed correspotid:~ to the :6'-semantics. By a construction 
similar to that of~ 7 , ,  using the poset ofg~J~,nd partial C-terms as carrier, we could 
obtain also an analogon of  the least Herbrand model ~-rnautic~ for Horn clause logic 
programs. However, ~/t'.~ bears more interesting information due to Theorem 5.2. 
In relation to functional programming, there ~ :~ iotuitive analogy between ~A¢., 
and the denotational semantics of  ~#. We have ~.ot developed any formal compari.. 
son. it is known, however, that the analogy breaks down for the case of  higher-order 
functional programs, it is also known that a natural generalization of  the term 
model .d/ ,  to a higher-order setting can provide nice soundness and completeness 
results for rewriting and narrowing calculi; see Refs. [18,17] for the case of  determin- 
istic higher-order functions, and Ref. [20] for a generalization i cluding non-deter- 
minism. 
As the last result in this section, we present a categorical characterization t  ..,~¢.~ 
as the free model of  J¢, generated by the set of  variables ~". We will use only very 
elementary notions from category theory; see e.g. Ref. [45]. First, we need a suitable 
notion of homomorphism. There exist several known possibilities for defining 
homomorphisms between algebras involving non-deterministic operations; see e.g. 
Hussmann's discussion in (Rel: [28], ch. 3). Our definition follows the idea of  loose 
etement-vahted homomorphisms, in Hussmann's terminology. 
Definition 5.6 (Homornorphisms)° Let ~,  .~ two given CRWL-algebras. A CRWL-  
homomorphism h:  o~,"--, .~ is any deterministic function h E [D.~,--'a D#] which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
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HI  h is element-valued: for all u E D.~, there is v E D.~ such that h (u)= (v). 
H2 h is strict: h(_l_~¢)= (_L.~). 
H3 h preserves constructors: for all o E DO", u~ E D~v: 
h (o : ' / (u l , . . .  ,Un))----- o'~(h(u,),...,h(u.)). 
H4 h loosely preserves defined functions: for all f E FS", ui E D~¢: 
h ( f~ ' (u , , . . . .u . ) )  C f '~(h(u,)  . . . . .  h(u.)) .  
CRWL-a lgebras  as objects with CRW L-homomorphi~m as arrows form a catego- 
ry CRWL-ALG.  Moreover, for a-:err CRWL-program :~, we can consider the full 
subcategory CRWL-ALG, t  whose objects are all the po~vible models of  .~. Now, 
we can prove the following. 
Theorem 5.3 (Freeness of .#.~). For am, program ~,  the canonic term model , / /~ is 
freely generated bY ~:" in the category CR I4"L-ALG~; that is, given any ,~t ~ .~ and 
any valuation ~l E DefVa l ( .¢ t ) ,  there is a unique homomorphism h : . / /~- -~ .~t 





Existence: Let us define h ( t )  =a,,f [t~:lff for all $ E CTerw . This mapping be- 
longs to [0Terrni  ---~, D:v], since the required monotonic i ty property 
t E t' =¢, ~ t ~"Jt 1 C [t'~ '~t 1 
follt~ws from t~' ~ ~ and the Soundness Theorem 5.1, taking into account that 
t E_ t '  entails :# ~-CaWL t --- t ' .  The determinism of h follows from condit ion 111 
in Definit ion 5.6. which is itself a straightforward consequence of Proposit ion 
5.1(c). Condit ion H2 is trivial. Since e a ' ( t ,  . . . .  %)  =(e( t j , . . . t , ) ) ,  and h is 
monotonic,  condit ion H3 reduces to h ( e ( t t, . . . ,  t ,  ) ) = e ~ (h  ( t j  ) . . . .  , h (%) )  
which is clear by definition of  h. Lastly, by taking f / t "s  definition into account 
(see Definition 5.5), condit ion H4 reduces to prove the inclusion 
U {[t~Vr/I  t 6CTerm±, :# I-CRWL f ( t ,  . . . . .  t , ) - -~ t} C fw([[t,]]'~t/ . . . . .  [[t,]]'~t/). 
Indeed, this holds because ~q/~ .# and the Soundness Theorem 5.1 entail that 
( .~¢, t / )~f ( t t  . . . . .  t , ) - - * t  for all t i  . . . . .  t , , tECTerm± such that '~I-CRWL 
f ( t l  . . . . .  t , )  --~ t .  
Uniqueness: Assume any homomorphism h :  . #~ .~ such that h(X)= (q(X))  
for all X ~ g'. We have to prove that h ( t )  = Et~ vt / for  all t E CTermz. This follows 
trivially by structural induction on t ,  using homomorphism condit ions !t2, H3. [] 
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The intuitive meaning of  Thcole~n 5.3 is that J /~  behaves as the least term alge- 
bra that is a model  o f  .~¢. An  alternative characterization f  . / /~ as the least fixpoint 
o f  a cont inuous transformat ion which maps term algebras to term algebras is also 
possible; see Ref. [39]. 
6. A lazy narrowing ca lcu lus  
In this section we set the basis for using CRWL as a declarative programming lan- 
guage. To this purpose, we introduce adrr.isrible goais and solutions for programs, 
and we present a Constructor-based i :~.zy Narrowing Calculus (shortly, CLNC)  
for goal solving. 
Let ~ be any program. Goals for 3¢ are certain finite conjunct ions of  CRV~rL -
statements, and solutions are C-substitutions such that the goal affected by the sub- 
stitution becomes CRWL-provable .  The precise definition of  admis.sible goal includes 
a number  of  technical condit ions which are needed to achieve the effect of  lazy eval- 
uation with sharing dur ing goal solving. In particular, the effect o f  sharing will be 
emulated by means of  appt~oximafion statements of  the form e --> X within goals. 
A variable X will be al lowed to occur at most one time at the r ight-hand side of  such 
a statement, and it will be used to share e's v:-tue with the rest o f  the goal, but avoid:  
ing both the eager replacement of  X by e and the eager evaluation o f  e to a C-term. 
In the sequel, the symbol [] used in the syntax of  goals must be interpreted as con- 
junct ion.  
Definition 6.1 (Atbnissible goals). An admissible goal for a given program ~ must 
have the form G ---- 3U .  S [] P [] E, where: 
* evar (G)  ----- U is the set of  so-~alled existential variables of the goal G. 
* S -- Xa == s l . . . . .  X,, = s,, is a set of  equations,  called solved par:. Each s, must 
be a total C-term. and each X, must occur exactly once in the whole goal. 
( In tu i t ion :  Each s, is a computed answer for X,.) 
• P------- el ---* t l  . . . . .  ek ---, tk is a multiset o f  approximation statements, with 
t~ E CTerra. pvar(P)=aet var ( t l )  U . . .  O var (gk)  is called the set of produced 
variables of  the goal G. The production relation between G-variables is defined 
by x>z>e Y iff there is some ! <~i<~k such that X E vat (e , )  and Y E var ( t~) .  
( In tu i t ion :  e, --* t, demands  narrowing e~ to match t~. This may produce 
bindings for variables in e,.) 
E = a~ ~ b~ . . . . .  a m D-~ bm is a mulfiset of  joinability statements. 
dvar (E )  =a~r {X E ~¢'/X ------ ai or X ~ bi, for some 1 <~ i~< m } is called the set o f  
demanded variables of  the goal G. (Intuition: Due to the semantics of jo inabi l i ty ,  
goal solving must compute  totally defined values for demanded variables,} 
Addit ional ly,  any admissible goal must fulfil the fol lowing condit ions: 
LIN 
EX 
The tuple ( t t  . . . .  , tk )  must be linear. ( In tu i t ion :  Each produced 
variable is produced only once.) 
All the produced variables must be existential, i.e. pvar (P )  C_ evar (G) .  
( In tu i  t i on :  Produced variables are used to compute intermediate 
results.) 
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CYC 
SOL 
The transitive closure of  the product ion relation >>~, must be ffrellexive, or 
equivalently, a strict partial order. (-fntu-i t± on: Bindings tbr produced 
variables are computed hierarchically.) 
The solved part contains no produced variables. (-rn1:u~ t ± on: The solved 
part includes no reference to intermediate r sults.) 
Properties imilar to LIN, EX and CYC have been used previously in the so-called 
outermost  strategy for the ftmctiona! logic ~anguage K -LEAF  from Ret; [15] (based 
on flattening plus SLD-resolut ion),  in the constrained lazy narrowing calculus from 
Ref. [34] and in a cal l-by-need strategy for higher-order lazy narrowing [46]. In corn- 
s parison to the present approach, Refs. [15,34] allow for less general programs, 
while the higher-order language in Ref. [46] lacks a model-theoret ic semantics and 
uses more restricted condit ions of  the form 3. ~ r. wher~r is a ground normal  form. 
We assume by convent ion that in an init ial  goa l  G only the joinabi l i ty part F is 
present  and there are no existential variables in G. To accept any admissible goal 
as initial goal seems not very natural, but it would cause no major problem, except 
minor  technical changes in some of  the results below. The notion of  solution for any 
admissible goal is defined as follows: 
Definition 6.2 (Soht t ionsL  Let G =_ 3 ~-/. S l~ P t~ E be an admissible goal, and 0 a 
partial C-substitution, 
e (I is ai lowahh" for G iff X0 is a total C-term for every X ~ pvar (P ) .  
• " 0 is a soht thm ibr G iff 0 is al lowable for G, X,0 ~ sff~ lk~r all X, ::: ~.. ~ $, and 
(PE2E)O has a "witm, ss" . / / .  A witness is defined as a multiset containing a 
GORC-proof  (see Definit ion 4.2) fo~ • each condit ion e0-~ L0E P0 and 
a0 t>< b0 E E0. 
• We write So l (G)  for the set of  all solutions lbr G. 
Our  definit ion of  solution consider:~, p~wthd C-substitutions. becattse produced 
variables (which are not present in initial goaL~, are existential aad cal~ eventually dis- 
appear dur ing the computat ion)  may need to be given only partial values, since they 
serve to express approximat ions.  Note. however, that solutions o|" both initial ,'rod 
final goals (where only the solved part S will bc present) are always tvta l  C-subslitu- 
tions. ~ 
Due to the Adequateness Theorem 5.2, ~t is immediate to give a model-theoretic 
characterizat ion of .~olutions, equivalent o the proof-theoretic dclinition, it is e~l~ 
ough for our purposes to do this Ibr initial goals. 
Lemma 6.1. Let  .~¢ he a program,  G an htit lal goai,  0 a ( ' -suhstirtttbm. -l'he /bt lowing 
stotet, ;ents are eqtticalent: 
(a) 0 6 So~(G), 
(b) =~ F'CRWL GO, 
s More precisely, lhis is true only fi*r the subl:mguag¢ oi" [34] which omits the u:~,: of discquality 
z'on.glr~iinLs-. 
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(c) ( . / /~,~) p GO, 
(d) (,e/, ~l) ~ GO. for  ail  .et ~ ~,q  ~ DefVai(.~). 
We present  now a Const ructor -based  Lazy  Nar rowing  Ca lcu lus  (short ly ,  CLNC)  
for so lv ing init ial  goals,  obta in ing  solutions in the sense o f  Def in i t ion  6.2. The  ca lcu-  
lus CLNC consists  o f  a set o f  tran.~Jbrmation rules for  goals.  Each  t rans format ion  
rule takes the fo rm GH-G', speci fy ing one  o f  the possib le ways  o f  per fo rming  one step 
o f  goal  solving. Der ivat ions  are sequences  o f  ~-s teps .  For  wr i t ing  fai lure rules we 
use FA IL ,  that  represents  an i r reduc ib le  incons istent  goal.  We recall  that  in a goal  
3-G.SE]PE]E, S is a set whi le  P, E are mult isets.  Consequent ly ,  in the t rans format ion  
rules no  par t i cu la r  select ion st rategy (e.g. "sequential  lef t - to-r ight ' )  is assumed for  the 
cond i t ions  in S, P or  E. In add i t ion ,  to the purpose  o f  app ly ing  the rules, we see con-  
d i t ions  a t>< b as symmetr ic .  The  notat ion  svav- (e ) ,  used in some t rans format ion  
rules, s tands for  the set o f  all var iab les  X occur r ing  in e at some pos i t ion whose  an-  
cestor  pos i t ions are all occup ied  by const ructors .  
6.1. The CLNC-cah 'uhts  







3~v.S O PI - ]c(~) v~a c (b) ,E  H- 3U.S~Pf f ]  . . . .  a l  e*a b, . . . . .  E. 
Identity: 
3U.SDPE3X ~a X, E ~- -3U.Sff2POE 
i f  X ~ pvar(P). 
Bi~,ding: 
3U.SOPOX ~ s,  E H- 3u .x  = s. (SEP~E)a  
if s E CTerm, var(s) n pvar(P) = O, X ¢ var(s), X ~ pvar(P), where 
<~ -~-{x/s}. 
Imitation: 
3tT.SOPU2X N e(~) ,  E [[- 3X, U .X  = e(X),  (SOP~ . . . .  X~ v< e~ . . . .  , E )a  
if e (g )  ~ CTerm or  var (e (~) )  A pvar (P~ -~ 0, and  
X ~ pvar (P ) ,X  ~ svar (e (g) ) ,  where  a = {X/e(X)} ,  X are new variables.  
Narrowing: 
3~.SV JPE] f (E )  ~ ~,E  ~ 3X, U. SC] . . . .  e l  - ,  Zl . . . .  , pv1c,  r v< a ,E  where  
l:t : f ( - f)  ---, r ~ C is a var iant  o f  a rule in .~¢, with ~ = war (R)  new var iables.  






3?..7. S[3e(V) --~ e ( - t ) .FOE []- ---1~. $O . . . .  el -~ t i  . . . . .  POE.  
Output B#ul:g~g: 
3U.Sff]X --~ t ,PC]E  ~- 3U.X  := t ,  (SOP[3E)cr 
i f  t ~ ~' • X ~ pvar (P~,  where  cv = {X/ t} .  
3x,  U .s t Jx  -~ t ,  P~E ~ qU.s [ ] (  POE),~ 
i f  t ¢ t X E pvar (P ) ,  where  ~ = {X/ t} .  






qX, TJ.SI--lt ---, X,P~E Ft- 3-U.S~(PFqE)tr 
if t E CTerm, where tr = {X/t}.  
Input hnitation: 
3x, TJ.Sl-]c(/;) ~ X, POE ~ ~)f. U.SFq ( . . . .  e~ ---* X . . . . . .  PL--]E)a 
if c(~) ¢ CTerrn, X E dva.r(E) ,  where tr = {X/c(X)},  X new variables. 
Elimination: 
3X, ~.SI--le ---, X,P~E ~-q-G.SOP~E 
if X ¢' var(PF1E) .  
Narrowing: 
3U.SE]f(~) --, t ,  PDE ~- qX .  U .S~ . . . .  e~ --~ t . . . . . .  r - ,  t .P~C,E  





Cot![tier: 3 -U. S ~P [] c(~) M d(b) ,  E N-FAlL if c ~ d. 
C~'cle: -q U .SFgPE]X  N a.E,~,FAIL if X ~ a .X  c ~var (a ) .  
Conflict: q_U.S[ J  c(K) ---- d(~),PE3E~-F,41L it" e ~- d. 
The following remarks attempt o clarify some relevant aspects of  the CLNC-cal -  
culus. 
(1) In all t ransformat ion rules involving a substitution tr (namely BD, IM, OB, 
IB, l lM) ,  o- replaces a variable by a C-term. This means, in pacticular, that 1"or 
an approximat ion statement f(E) ~ X, in no case the substitution {X/f(-~)} is ap- 
plied. Actually, to perform the eager replacement {X/ f (~)} would be unsound be- 
cause of  our option o f  call-t ime choice semantics for non-determinist ic functions. 
As explained in Section I, one possible solution to this problem is to use term graph 
narrowi,zg [8] to achieve sharing. In our  CLNC-calculus,  the effect of  sharing is 
achieved in a different manner,  avoiding the technical overhead of term graph nar- 
rowing. More  precisely, in presence of f (~)  --- X, the fol lowing possibilities are con- 
sidered: 
(a) Transformat ion EL deletes the approximat ion condit ion if X does not appear 
elsewhere, because in this case any value (even _L) is valid for the (existential) vari- 
able X to satisfy the goal. As a consequence, the evaluation of f(E) is not needed 
and is indeed not performed. Hence. the rule EL is crucial for respecting tile nerl- 
strict semantics of  functions. 
(b) Transformat ion NRI  uses a program rule for reducing f(-~), but only if X is 
detected as a demanded variable, which in part icular implies that X's value in a so- 
lution cannot be _1_, and therefore requires the evaluation of  f(E). After one or 
more applications of  NR2 it will be the case (if the computat ion is going to suc- 
ceed) that IB or I~M are applicable, thus propagat ing (partially, in the case of  
I IM) the obtained value to all the occurrences of  x. As a result, sharing is 
achieved, and computat ions are lazy. 
(c) !t" neither EL nor NR2 are applicable, nothing can be done with the approxi- 
mation f'('~) ---, X but wait;rig until one of them becomes applicable. This will 
eventually happen, as our completeness results show. 
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(2) The absence of  cycles of  produced variables (property CYC of  admissible 
goals) implies that no occur check is needed in OB, IB, I lM .  
(3) Eager -,ariable el imination can greatly help to el iminate redundant  narrowing 
derivations, but unfortunately this t ransformat ion is proved to be complete only 
in some cases; see e.g. Refs. [37,46]. In our setting, eager variable el imination can 
be unsound, as discussed above. However,  the rules BI), OB, IB correspond to safe 
cases for eager variable el imination (via binding): these t ransformat ions are sound, 
and they do not compromise the completeness of  CLNC.  Note that special care is 
taken with produced variables. For  instance, the goal 
3N.~x --, s (N) [ ]x  ~ N 
is admissible, but if BD would be applied (which is not al lowed in CLNC,  since N is a 
produced variable) we would obtain 3N.X --= N [] N ---, s(N)13, which is not admissi- 
ble due to the presence of  the produced variable N in the solved part and, more re- 
markably,  the creation of a cycle N >>p N, with the subsequent need of  occur check to 
detect unsolvabi l i ty of  N ~ s(N). 
(4) Narrowing rules NRI ,  NR2 include a don't know choice of  the rule R of  the pro- 
gram d¢ to be used. All the other t rans[brmat ion rules are completely determinist ic 
(modulo the symmetry  ore<) and, what is more important,  if several t ransformat ion 
rules are applicable to a given goal, a don't  care choice among them can be done, as a 
consequence of  the Progress Lemma 7.3 below. This kind ofa'trong complete ,  ess does 
not hold in general for other lazy narrowing calculi, as shown in Ref. [371. 
As an addit ional  consequence of  [ .emma 7.3, a goal is ~--irreducible iff it is FA IL  
or takes the form BU.SV1 [] (we call these goals soh,ed f i , rms).  It is easy to 
see ~hat solved forms are satisfiable. Each solved form BU.SO [3. with ,~ 
X~= t~ . . . . .  X~= t~, defines an associated answer substitution as= {Xi / t  1 . . . . .  
X, / t ,} ,  which is idempotent.  Notice that as C SoI(3-U.SO L-l). 
We close this section with an example of  goal solving in the CLNC-calculus.  The 
fol lowing CLNC-der ivat ion  computes the solut ion {xs/[~],Ys/[al} for the initial 
goal: 6;, _-----_ [] [] merge(Xs ,  Ys )  N [A ,B]  with respect to the program for the 
non-determinist ic function merge ,  shown in Section 1. The notat ion H-' will indica~,e 
i consecutive ~--steps. 
E] Dmerge(Xs ,Ys )  E>~ [A.B I ~- ~R, 
3X', Xs', Y', Ys'. 
[-JXs [X'IXs' ], Ys [y, iys, ] [3[y, imerge([X, iXs,].ys,)]t><a[A,B ] ~_2 - ' -~  " - - "  OB!  
3X',Xs' .  Y', Ys' .Xs = [X'l Xs'], Ys = [Y'I Ys'] 
[] [3[Y' ! merge( [x' I Xs']. Ys')] ~a [A.B] ~ t~., 
Bx'. xs', Y'. Ys'.xs = [x' I xs'], xs  = [Y' I Ys'] 
[] OY' ~a A ,merge( [X '  I Xs'], gs ' )  ~ [BI ~ m, 
3x' ,  xs ' ,  Y', Ys ' .Y '  = a ,  Xs  = [x ' t  Xs ' l ,  Ys  = [A I Ys']  
[] Omerge([X'  } Xs'].Ys') txl [B] ~- N.. 
BX", Xs", X', Xs', Ys', Ys'.Y' -- A. Xs  = [X' I Xs'l, Ys  ---- [A I Ys'I 
[][x' I x~'] -+ [x" 1 x~"] Ys' [ l  [--I[X" I Xs" ] t>< [B] ~ u+ , - -  . . l i ]HC2.1BZ.OBI  
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~x',  x~' ,  Y', w ' .Y~'  = I] ,  Y '=  A ,x~ = [x' I x~'] ,  Y~ = [A] 
[] D[x ' l xs ' j  ~ [B]~ t,c, 
3x', xs ' ,  Y', Ys ' .Ys ' -  [], Y':= A, Xs = [X' I xs ' l ,Ys  = [A] 
[]  [ ]x '  ~ B ,x~'  ~ [ ]1~½, 
3X',Xs',Y' ,Ys' .X'  = B, Xs '= [ ] ,Ys' = [],Y' = A, Xs = [B],Ys = [A] [] [] 
7. SouLIdness and comp~ctenesg 
In this sectiol~ we establish the soundness and completeness of CLNC w.r.t, th, 
declarative semantics of  CRWL.  We first collect in the following lemma some simpl, 
facts about GORC-provable  statements involving C-terms, which will be used sever 
ai times, possibly without ment ioning them explicitly. The proof  is straightforvcart 
by induction over the structure of  C-terms (for the t.']" p~rts) or over" the structure 
of  GORC-proofs  (for the on/y i f  parts). 
Lemma 7.1. For arty part ial  t ,  s E CTermL, we have: 
(a) t ~ s is GORC-provable  (/'/" t ~_ .~ (see Section 3 ./br the definithm t~" the ap- 
proximat ion ordering --1 over C Te rm j_). Furthermore, ( /~  E C Te rm then t ~_ s can be 
replaced by g ___-- z. 
(b) t ~ s is GORC-provable  (/.f t. s E CTerm and t =-- s. 
The next result proves correctness of  a single CLNC-step. It says that ~-steps pre- 
serve admissibility of goals, fail only in case of  unsatisfiable goals and do not intro- 
duce new solutions, in tSe latter case, some care must be taken with existential 
variables. 
Lemma 7.2 (Correctness Lemma). 
lnvariance: I f  GH-G' and 5 is a, bnissibh', thtvt G' is admissible. 
Correctnessj: I f  G~-F.4IL then Sol (C)  : (J. 
Correctness~: If G}~G' and O'E Sol(G') then there exists O E Sol(G) with 
0 = (g [ I ' \  (et ,ar(G)U evar(G'))]. 
P~oof. Within this proof  we assume, for each CLNC-rule,  that G and G' are exactly 
as they appear in the presentation of  the CLNC-calculus. 
Invariance: For each CLNC-rule we give succinct explanations justifying the pres- 
ervation of  the admissibility condit ions given in Definition 6.1. 
DCI~ ID Trivial. 
BID 
LIN: Since X is not produced, trdoes not modify the right-ha,.d sides of  the ap- 
proximation statements in P. 
EX: For the same reason, pvar (P )  is not modified, neither is U. 
CYC: Since pvar (P )  is not modified, and var (s )  does not intersect pvetr(P) ,  
no produced variables are introduced in the new left-hand sides of condit ions in 
P. Hence, no cycle of  produced variables is created. 
SOL: Neither X nor s contain produced variables. 
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INI 
LIN: Since X is not  p roduced,  o- does  not  mod i fy  the  r ight -hand sides o f  the  ap-  
p : 'ox imat ion  s ta tements  in P.  
E~.: For  the same reason,  pvar (P )  is not  mod i f ied ,  wh.~l~ U "s en la rged  to  U,  X. 
CYC:  S ince pv~r(P )  is not  mod i f ied ,  and  X are  new,  no  produced var iab les  a re  
in t roduced in the new le f t -hand sides o f  cond i t ions  in P.  Hence .  no  cyc le  o f  p ro -  
duced  var iab les  is c reated .  
SOL:  Ne i ther  X nor  c(X) conta in  produced var iab les .  
NR I  
L |N :  % is a l inear tup le  o f  C - te rms w i th  new var iab les .  
EX: All the n~:w var iab les  X are  ex istent ia l ly  quant i f ied .  
C%C:  Var iab les  in each  t~ are  new ~hence not  appear ing  in any  le f t -hand s ide o f  
approx imat ion  cond i t ions ) ,  so no  cycle o f  p roduced var iab les  can  be c reated .  
SOL:  S is not  changed and  var iab les  in t~ are  new. 
DC2 
| , IN :  C lear ,  e (~)  and  t shar~; the same l inear i ty  propert ies .  
EX,  SOL:  Tr iv ia l .  
CYC:  Due to the decompos i t ion ,  the new product ion  re la t ion  is a subset  o f  the  
o ld  one.  
OBI  
l ,IN: S ince X is ~ot produced.  ,~- does  not  mod i fy  the r ight -hand sides o f  the ap-  
p rox imat ion  s; ,atements in P. 
EX: For  the same reason  pva~- (P )  decreases  (s ince var iab les  in t are  not  p ro -  
duced  m~ymore,  due  to  L |N) ,  whi le  U is not  modi f ied .  
CY¢'2: S ince X is not  p roduced,  t, nly approx imat ion  s ta tements  1- -~ s w i th  
X~ v~.~-(1) are  aftbcted by a. h~ these cases,  for  each  ¥~var (Z) ,  
2; E vat (s ) ,  the re lat ion  Y ~"-p 2; is c reated.  But Y >>p 7. cannot  take  par t  
o f  a cyc le  o f  var iab les ,  because  l inear i ty  e,'~sures that  Y does  not  appear  
in any  r ight -hand s ide o f  an  approx imat io**  s ta tement  in the new goal .  
SOL:  pv 'a r (P )  decreases .  X is not  p roduced,  var iab les  in t. a re  not  p roduced 
anymore ,  and  a can  on ly  introc luce the var iab les  in 1: as new var iab les  in S. 
OB2 
L IN :  Let 3_ --, r be the un ique  approx imt : t ion  s ta tement  in P such that  X E 
• :&r ( r )  (X is p roduced.  G verif ies L IN) .  Note  that  a rep laces  X by t, in 1"- (and  
llo -~ther ight -hand s ide is changedL  but  X --, t is de leted ,  so L IN  is preserved.  
EX: pvo . r (P ' )  - pvar (P )  \ {X} c= eva,  r ( ( ; ' )  -- evar (G)  \ {X}. 
CYC:  The  p¢oduc l ion  re lat ion  is mod i f ied  in the fo l low ing  ways:  
(i) If-L --~ r is the un ique  approx imat ion  s ta tement  in P such that  X E vat ( r ) ,  
then in G' we have Y >>p Z for  each  Y ~ vat ( l ) .  Z C vat ( t ) .  But in G we had  
Y >>p X. X ~-~ Z, and  the~'ei`ore >'>~, is not  en la rged .  
(ii) I f  -1' --, r '  is another  approx imat ion  s ta tement  in P such that  X E vat (3 - ' ) ,  
re). then in G' we have  Z ~-v V ['or each  Z E v&r ( t ) ,  V E vat (  Any  cycle in G' 
go ing  through 2; >~p V must  be o f  the l 'orm . . . .  Y .'>:>p Z, Z >>v V . . . . .  where  
Y >>~Z comes  f rom {i). But in G we wou ld  have  . . . .  Y >>v X, X ~'>v V , . . . ,  con-  
t rad ic t ing  CYC o f  G .  
SOL:  o- does  not  mod i fy  S and  pvst r (P ' )  c pvo . r (P ) .  
|B  
LIN: Due to l inear~ty o f  G. ~ does  ~ot  mod i fy  the  r ight -band sides o f  P. 
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EX: pvar (P  ~) ----- pvar (P )  \ {X} _C evar (G ' )  : evar (G)  \ {X}. 
CYC: Since X is produced,  only approx imat ion  statements 1 - ,  s with 
X~var (1)  are affected by tr. In these cases, for each Y6var ( t ) ,  
Z 6 vat (s ) ,  the relation Y>>p Z is created, where prGviously we had 
Y >>p X, X >>p Z. Therefore >>~ is not enlarged. 
SOL:  tr does not modi fy  S and pvar (P ' )  C_ pvar (P ) .  
I IM  
I f  G is admissible, so is G" = HX, X, U. S[:] c (~) ---* X, X --~ c (X), PE]E. To apply 
I |M  to G is equivalent o apply OB2, DC2 to (7". 
EL 
LIN,  CYC,  SOL:  Trivial. 
EX: pvar (P ' )  = pvar (P )  \ {X} C evar (G ' )  = evar (G)  \ {X} 
NR2 
L |N:  t is a l inear tuple o f  C-terms with new variables. 
EX: All the new variables X are existentially quantif ied. 
CYC: Variables in each t i  are new, hence not appear ing in any left-hand side of  
approx imat ion  statements,  with the exception of  r ----, t .  So, if a cycle goes 
through a variable X 6 var ( t i ) ,  it must take the form . . . .  Y >>p X, 
X >>p Z . . . .  where Y6-car (  . ) ,Z 6 var ( t ) .  But in G we would have 
•. •, Y >>e Z , . . .  contradict ing CYC of  G. 
SOL:  S is not changed and variables in t ,  are new. 
Correctnessl: We proceed by consider ing CLNC failure rules one by one. 
CF I  it is clear, since for no 0 the statement (e (g)  ~< d(~))0( - -  e(g0)  ~>0 d(g0))  
can be GORC-provab le .  
CY Assume that 0 is a ~olution of  G. Then X0 t~ a0 must be GORC-provab le ,  
which means that there exists t 6 CTerrn such that X0 ~ t at~d a0 --, t are both 
GORC-provab le .  F rom the facts that X ~ a and X 6 svar (a ) ,  it is not difficult to 
see that X0 is a strict subterm of  t .  Therefore,  X0 and t are distinct total C-terms, 
and hence it cannot  be true that X0 ---- t is GORC-provab le .  
CF2 Similar to the case of  CF I .  
Correctness,.: We again proceed rule by rule. 
DC I  It is clear that O" is also a solution of G (GORC-proofs  of  a,0 t>< b~0 can be 
extended to a GORC-proof  of  e (g )0  >0 e(g)0).  
ID Since x is not produced,  X(Y must be a total C-term, and then X0' t>< X0' is 
GORC-provab le .  Therefore 0' is also solut ion of  G. 
BD We prove that 0' is also a solut ion of  G: 0' solut ion of  G' implies that XO" is a 
total C- term and X0' _---- s~f. Therefore XO" t>< sO' is GORC-provab le .  With respect 
to the rest o f  condi t ions in G (S ,P ,E ) ,  simply observe that XO" = sO' and 
tr = {X/s} imply tr0' = 0', and therefore SO" = Sir,0', and similarly for P and E. 
IM  We prove that 0' is also a solut ion o f  G: 0' solut ion of  G' implies that XO" is a 
total C-term, that XO" = c(X)0', and that (X, ~ e,)tr0' are GORC-provab le .  Now,  
as in the case of  BD, crO' = 0'. Therefore (X, t>< e00'  are GORC-provab le ,  hence 
e(X)O" ~< e(E)0'  is also provable.  But e(X)0' :___- XI/. For  the rest of  condit ions in 
G we argue as with BD. 
NRI  We prove that 0 i~ :: so!t~i,~:., t [ (i, where 0 is identical to O" except for the 
variables in X, for which 0 is the id~:ntity. Note that 0 and 0' coincide over all 
the variables occurr ing in G. We limit ourselves to prove that f(-6)o" t>q a0' is 
GORC-provab le .  For  this, notice that O" solut ion of  G' implies that e,0' ---. t ,o',  
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CO' and  to" ~,~ a0'  are all GORC-provab le .  In the latter  case, this means  that  there 
exista a C- term t such that  r0' - - - ,  t and  no' - -~ t are GORC-provab le .  Now,  
e~0' --* t~0', C,~' and  r0 '  --~ t ( . iORC-provab le  implies that  f (~)0 '  --* t ,  ~-nd there-  
fore also f(~)O" ~<I no',  are (3ORC-provab ie .  
DC2 We prove  that  0' is also a so lu t ion  o f  G: O" so lut ion o f  G' impl ies that  
e,O'---, t ;0 '  are GORC-provab le ,  and  therefore  e (E)0 ' - - *  e ( t )  is also GORC-  
provab le .  
OB1 We prove  that  0' is a lso a so lut ion  o f  G: 0' so lut ion  o f  G' impl ies that  
X0'- - - - t0 ' ,  and  then XO'--~ t0 '  is CORe-provab le .  X0'-----tO' impl ies a lso that  
no" = 0'. There fore  SO' -- SaC,  and s imi lar ly  for  P, E. 
OB2 We prove  that  0 is a so lut ion  o f  G, where  0 is def ined as X0-  tO' and  
Y0 -- YO" for Y ~ X. Since X does not  occur  in t, we deduce  tO = tO', and  there fore  
X0 ---* tO is GORC-provab le .  Fur thermore ,  0 = no', hence SO =_ SAC/, and s imi lar-  
ly for  P,  E. 
IB  Ident ica l  to the case o f  OB2.  
I IM  ~¢e prove  that  0 is a so lvt ion o f  G, where  0 is def ined as 
X0 -- c (~)o ' ,  X~0 = X, for  X, E X and  ,~:0 -- Y0' for Y ¢ X U ~. Since O" is a so lut ion  
o f  G', eiaO' --~ X~aO' are GORC-provab le .  Now,  since e,tr0' = e~0 and 
X~tro'= X~0', we obta in  that  e,O ~ X~O" are GORC-provab le ,  and  therefore  
c (E )0  ~ e(X)0'  (=  X0) is GORC-provab le .  For  the rest o f  the cond i t ions  in G ob-  
serve that ,  as in the case o f  OB2,  0 = ,tO'. 
EL  It is c lear  that  0 is a so lut ion  o f  G. where  0 is def ined as X0 --_L and  Y0 -- ¥O" 
for ¥ ~ X. 
NR2 We prove  that  0 ~s aso lu t ion  o f  G. where  0 is ident ical  to O" except for  the 
var iab les  in X, for  which: 0 is the identity.  Note  that  0 and  0' co inc ide  over  all 
the var iables occur r ing  in G. We l imit ourse lves to prove  that  f(E)O" ---, to" is 
GORC-provab le .  For  this, not ice ;.hat 0' so lut ion o f  G' impl ies that  e,o" --, t ;0 ' ,  
CO' and rO" --, tO' are all GORC-provab le .  But then F(@)O" --* t0'  is GORC-prov-  
able. [] 
It is easy now to obta in  the fe!!owing result,  stat ing that  computed  answers  for a 
goal  G are indeed so lut ions o f  G. We recall  that,  accord ing  to Lemma 6.! ,  we can 
give both proo f - theoret i c  and  mode l - theoret i c  read ings  to this result. The  same r~- 
mark  ho lds  for the Completeness  Theorem 7.2 below.  
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness  o f  CLNC) ,  I f  Go is at: init ial  goa l  ant i  Go~-G! H- . . .  ~-G,, 
where G,  = 3U.  S [] [q, then as ~ Sol (Go) .  
Proof .  I f  we repeated ly  backwards  app ly  (Correctness2)  o f  Lemma 7.2, we obta in  
0 E Sol (Go)  such that  0 = as [ l  " - uT_0evar (G , )  ]. By not ing  that  evar (G , ,  ~ = ~ and 
var (G0)  n U~=aevar(G~ ) = O, we conc lude  0 = t rs [var(Go)] .  But then.  :,:,:~.~. ,::~ is a 
total  C -subst i tu t ion .  as  E Sol (Go) .  [] 
We address  now the quest ion  o f  completeness  o f  CLNC.  G iven  a so lut ion 0 o f  a 
goal  G, we need to ensure  the existence o f  some terminat ing  sequence  o f  CLNC-  
t rans format ions ,  leading to a solved fo rm whose  assoc iated answer  subst i tut ion  is 
more  genera l  than  0. In Def in i t ion 6.2 we have in t roduced "witnesses" for so lut ions,  
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which are multisets of  GORC-proofs .  Now we define a well-founded ordering ove~ 
such witnesses, which is intended to "measure the distance" of a goal I:-om a solved 
form. 
Definition 7.1 (Mt,,ltiset ord,,:'g':,.; f i ,  r wimesses). Let .'i? be a program. | f  .#-  
{{Ht . . . . .  H,,}} and ./ / '  __ {{I-|' ! . . . . .  I]~,,~ are multisets of  GORC-proofs  of  approx- 
imation and joinabil ity statements, we define 
. I I  < I . i I '  ¢==~ {{ In , l  . . . . .  In, , l}} -< {{Ir#;l . . . . .  In,;, l l}, 
where Inl is the size (i.e., the number  of inference steps) of  H, and ~ is the multiset 
extension [13] of  the usual ordering over I%1. 
The overall idea fur proving completeness is now the Ibllowing: given a solution 0 
for a goal G which is not in solved form. throe is some CLNC- t rans format ion  that is 
applicable to G. Moreover,  any applicable CLNC- t rans lbrmat ion  can be used tbr 
perfor,ning a [~--step in such a way that 0 i~ kept as solution for the new goal with 
a smaller witness. More tbrmally, we can prove: 
Lemma 7.3 (Progrcss LemmaL 
Progress1: I.]'G ~ FAlL is m,t a soh,ed.form, then there c.~ists ome CLN('-tra,,~.'/br- 
marion applicable to G. 
Prog~-ess:: l f . / /  is a witttess o1"0 E Sol(G).  and T is any CLN('-tran,~lbrtmtth,t cq,- 
plicah!e to G, thet~ there ex4xl G', D' and . /{ '  such that: 
(i) G [~-G' b,' tm'a,s  ¢:/" the CLNC-tratt,~lbrtnathnl T.
( i i ) . / / '  is ,¢ witne.~w ,!i'0' G Snl(G'), 
(ii~ ?. / / '  ~./ / .  
(iv) 0 = 0'[¢ " \ (evar (G)U  evar(G'))]. 
ProoL Progressl: If G is not a solved form, then 1" or E are not empty. We will pro- 
ceed by assuming radual ly that no rule, except one (nameiy EL), is applicable to G. 
and then we will conclude that this remaining rule El, must be applicable. 
As~,ume that failure ruies are not applicable. Assume also that DCI and NR!  are 
not applicable. Then. all the joinabil ity statements in E must be of  one of the lbllow- 
ing two forms: 
X>~Y or Xt><~ c(~).  
Now assume that ID. BD and |M are not applicabic. Then it must be the case that all 
X in the previous joinabil ity statements must be produced variables. 
Now assume that DC2 and OB ~rc not applicable. Then all the approximat ion 
statements ia P must be of oae of  the Ibrms. 
Y- -  X or c (~) - -  X or f(~)-- t. 
Nov,', if |B is not applicable, then the possible Ibrms |br approximat ion statements 
reduce to 
c (~) - .x  or s (~- ) -~t .  
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"where e(~) is not a C-term. Now, if I lM and NR2 are not applicable, ',hen the pre- 
vious forms reduce to 
o(~)  -~ x o r  f (~)  -~ x, 
where X is not a demanded variable. Moreover,  at this point E must be empty. Oth- 
erwise, E would include some statement X t~ a with prc-duced X, and we could apply 
either I IM, or NR2 to some e ~ X occurring in P. 
Finally, let X be minimal  in the >>1, relation (such minimal elements do exist, due 
to the finite number  of  variables occurr ing in G and the property CYC of admissible 
goals). Such X cannot  appear in any other approximat ion statement in P, and there- 
fore EL can be applied to the condit ion e ~ X where X appears. 
Progress< In each of  the eases below, G' is the goal obtained by appl ication of  the 
corresponding CLNC-t ransformat ion.  Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that 
0' = 0. We will use the fol lowing notat ions within this proof: 
o /7~,,(p indicates that / / i s  a GORe-proo f  of  tp. 
® (Hi &: , . .  &: H,,) + R denotes the GORC-proof  which consists of  Ht fol lowed by 
. , ,  fol lowed by /7 ,  fol lowed by an application of  the GORe- ru le  R. 
DC|  , / /must  contain a proo f  H,  o f  (c(~) ~ e(b))0,  which must take the form 
H0 ------ (H - ,c(~)0 ~ t ~ H' , , c (b )0  ~ t) + J, 
where t is a C-term of  the form e('t) .  H and I1' must be of  the forms 
H =- ( . . .  &/7,  , , (a,0--- ,  t;) & . .) + De .  
r/ '  _= ( . . .  & n; , . , (b,O - -  t , )  & . . . )  + DC. 
Now, for each i, H" " ~ (!-L ~ 11',) + J is a proof  of  (a; ~< b,)0. Since 1/70[ > ]H~[ for 
each i, we  have .# '  <. / / .  where , / / '  is the result of  replacing {{/7,}} by {{ . . . .  H~' . . . .  }} 
in .# .  
ID We can take . / / '  as the result of  deleting in . /7  the proof  o f  (X t>< X)tL 
BD Taking into account hat 0 = all, we can take . / / '  as the result o fde let ing in, # 
the proof  of  (X t>,a z)0. 
|M .  # must contain a proof  H,  o f  (X N e(~))0,  which must take the form 
Ha ~ (H--,X0 ~ t & H'~,,e(ff)0 --, t )  + J ,  
where t is a C-term of  the form e(t ' ) .  It follows that X0 = e(/). We take X~0' ~ t ,0 
for X; in X, and Y0 '~ Y0 lor all other wlriables Y. It holds that (SDPE3E)O = 
(SL--31"SE]E)aO' and that XlY ~ e(X)!Y. Now, H and H' must be of  the forms 
/7  - ( . . .  &/7,  , , ( t ,  -~ t,)  & . ,  ,) + De,  
/7' ---= ( . . .  Sc/7~,,,,(e~O--~ t,) & . . . )  + De.  
For each i. H~' _=__ (/7, &,/7~) + J  is a proof  of(X, t>q e,)tY. Since I/7,1 > !H~'I for each i. 
we have . / / '  <. ~7, where .  ¢'/' is the result of  replacing {{/7,}} by {{ . . . .  i-l~',...[} in , / / .  
NRI  , t ' /must  contain a proof /7o  of  (f(~,) ~ a)0, which nmst take the form 
Ho -~ (/7--,f(~)O--~ t & /7' -,aO --~ t )  + J,  
where t is a total C-term, which hnplies that t is not .1_. Therefore: /7 ,nus~ take the 
form I1 =-- ( . . .  &: H~ ,,(eft/--,  t~) &: . . .  & .#(  ...... C' &: H'; , r '  -~ t )  + OR whet'e 
f ( t ' )  --~ r '  ¢= C' is a rul~ R' of  [,~'] k (" zZc, indicates a m'uhiset of  proofs for the con- 
dit ions in C'). By definition of  [:~']L, there exists a rule in ;¢¢ with a varian,, 
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R -- f ( ' t )  ---, r ~ C with variables var (R)  = {Xi . . . . .  X,} disjoint o f  vat (G) ,  such 
that R ' :  R/~, where It E CSubsg j .  and dom(lt) C {Xj . . . . .  X,,}. Let G' be the goal 
obta ined  by applyhlg  NRI  to G using the rule R. We take (Y(X~) -- It(X;) for X~ in 
X, and O'(Y) __. 0(Y) for the all other  variables Y. Now,  we have (e~ ~ g~)0' ~ e~0 
t,-/t _= e;0 ---, t~, CO' ~ Cl~ ~ C', and ( r  ~,a a)0'  -- r/a ~< a0 =- r '  t>~ a0. Therefore 
H~ serves, for each i, as p roo f  o f  (e; ---, t~)0', ,//c, serves as mult iset o f  proofs for 
the cond i t ions  in CO" and (11' & H") + J serves as a proo f  o f  ( r  ~ a)0'.  Hence the 
witness , / / '  o f  G' obta ined  by replacing in . / /  the proo f  r/~, by all these (shorter) 
proofs  verifies . / / '  < .// .  
DC2 . / /must  conta in  a proo f  H o f  (e('~) ~ e(E))0,  which must  take the form 
/ / - -  ( . . .  ~c//~-,,(e,0 ~ t ,0)  & . . . )  + DC 
Since 1/11 > i/LI for each i, we have . / / '  < , / / ,  where ~//' is tt'.e result o f  ieplac ing ~{/-/]~ 
by ~ . . . .  H i , . .}~ ia .  q. 
OB I  ./7 must  conta in  a proo f  H0 o f  X0 ~ t0.  Due to the l inearity o f  t: it is pos- 
sible to lift 0 over vat ( t )  (c_ eva.r (G) ,  hence cond i t ion  (iv) in the statement  o f  
our  lemma is respected) to obta in  O" ~ 0 such that 0' = 0[ f ' \ var ( t ) ]  and 
X0 _= X0' -= to ' .  As an addi t ional  consequence we have dO' ~ O. What  remains to 
prove is that O" is so lut ion o f  G' with wi tness .  # '  < . / / .  Since S dees  not  conta in  vari- 
ables in v~. r ( t ) ,  it is not  difficult to see that SciO' consists only o f  identities. For  jo in-  
abi l i ty s tatements  a ~<~ b E E, as . / / i s  a witness o f  0, it must  conta in  a GORC-proof  
H o f  a0 v< b0. H must  take the form 
/7 ___- (11~ .... (a0 ~ u) &/7.,  ..... (b0 ~ u))  + J 
for some u ~ CTerm. Since a0' --1 0, the Monoton ic i ty  Lemma 4.1 ensures the exis- 
tence o f  H'~, H ' ,  GORC-proofs  o f  aao" ---, u and baO' --, u, such that  IH'~[ = I11~ [, 
I rt ' l  = I/7.,1. Then  11' - (/7'~ a /7" )  + a is a p roo f  o f  a~0'  ~< baO' of  the same length 
as /7 .  A similar reasoning can be done  for approx imat ion  s tatements  e .... s ~ P oth-  
er than X --~ t (in this case it is impor tant  o use the l inearity cond i t ion  o f  P, which 
ensures that var (s )  O vat ( t )  : O, and therefore sO' = sO; otherwise we could not  
apply the Monoton ic i ty  Lemma 4.1). Col lect ing all these new proofs results in a wit- 
ness . # '  which ver i f ies.  # '<. / / ,  because one proo f  in . / t '  has been deleted (that o f  
XO --. tO, since the cond i t ion  X --~ t does not  appear  in G'L and the rest have been 
replaced by proofs o f  the same length. 
OB% Similar to the case o f  OB I .  
IB . / /must  include a proo f  H o¢ ( t  --~ X)0, which ilr:.plies that tO ::1 X0. I f  we con- 
sider It' = aO, it holds that 0' = 0[~' " \  {X}], O" ___ 0 and aO' = 0'. Now we can reason 
similarly to the case o f  OB I  (in both  cases the effect o f  ¢Y is to increase the value of  
the r ighthand side o f  an approx imat ion  condi t ion;  tl: e absence o f  produ~:ed variables 
in S, l inearity o f  P and the Monoton ic i ty  Lemma 4.1 make ~h~ rest). 
l iM , / /must  conta in  a proo f / /o f  (e('~) --~ X)0. Since ~ is a demanded variable, X0 
is not  _1_, 9 and therefore X0 ==. c(E).  for some t~ E c'r~ z~a~±. 11 must  then take the form 
I1 - ( . . .  & l l i . . , (e ,O  - ,  t , )  & . . . )  + DC. 
~ This is in fact all what is needed. .the condition X ~ dvar(G) could be relaxed to any other condition 
implying X0 ~A_. 
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We define 0'(X,) -- ti and 0' = 0[ J \ X--]. It holds that tr0' = 0[#' \ X--q, which implies 
that (S['DPE]E)O ~- (SFqF~E)trO'. It implies also that (e~ --~ X~)a0' ---= (e~0 ~ tz), and 
then each proof  H~ is also a proof  o f  the statement '(ei --* Xe)a0'. Hence, we can take 
~,A¢' as the result of  replacing in .H the proo f /7  by the shorter proofs . . . .  F/z,.... 
EL We can take ..#' as the result o f  deleting in ./d the proo f  o f  (e --* X)0. 
NR2 .ff must contain a proof  F/ of  ( f (~)~ t)0.  The condit ion imposed 
over t in NR2 implies that t0  is not _1_. Therefore, H must take the form 
H =_ ( . . .  ,~ l l~(ezO --~ t[) &- ..... //c ..... C' &/ / '~,~r '  ---* t & . . .  ) + OR and the rest 
of  the reasoning is similar (simpler, ~ndced) to the case of  NRI .  [] 
We can now prove that any solution for a goal is subsumed by a computed an- 
swer, i.e., our goal solving calculus is complete. 
Theorem 7,2 (Completeness of CLNC) .  Let  ,~¢ be a program, G an initial goal  and 
0 E Sol(G).  Then there exists a soh ,edf iwm 3-U.SD [] stleh that G~-'3-0.S[]  ~ and  
as ~< 0[var(G)] .  
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 7.3 it is possible to construct a derivation 
G = Go~-Gl ~-G2. . .  
for which there exist 0o = O, Oi, Oz, . . .  and ~//0, .dr ,  ,if2, -.- such that 
Oz E Sol(G~), 0, = 0~- t [ l ' \  (evar (G i_ l )  t3evar (G i ) ) ] ,  .//~ is a witness of  0i 
Sol(Gi)  and .//~ < .1/~-1. Since ,a is well founded, such a derivat ion must be finite, 
ending with a solved form G,, =_ 3-U. SO []. Since evar (G0)  = O and 
var (G0)  N evar (G i )  : O for all i = l . . . . .  n ~t is easy to see that 0,, = 0[var(G)] .  
Now, ii" X ~ var (G)  and there is an equat ion X = s in S, we can use the facts 
0 = 0,, [var(G)]  and 0,, E Sol(S)  to obtain X0 ___ X0~, ~ st),, ~ XtrsO,. It follows that 
0 = as.O, [vat(G)] ,  and thus as <~ O[var(G)].  L-~ 
This theorem can be considered as the main result o f  this section. However,  it is 
important  o notice that Lemma 7.3 comaias  reievant informat ion which is lost in 
Theorem 7.2, namely the don't  care nature of  the choice o~ i~e CLNC-ru le  to be ap- 
plied ( ,m~g nil the applicable rules). This property has been sometimes called 
strong completeness [37] and leaves much room to experiment ~ ~th different selection 
strategies. 
8. Practicability of the approach 
Up to this point, we have shown a quite general and expressive f ramework for 
declarative programming,  based on non-determinist ic  lazy functions. Nevertheless, 
there is still a big gap between our current presentat ion of  lazy narrowing and an 
implemented system, In this section, we argue that this gap can be filled with the 
help of  a suitable narrowing strategy, and we report on an actual experience with 
an implemented system. 
In fact, our  narrovAng calculus CLNC is not intended as an operat ional  model,  
but rather as an abstract description of  goal solving that provides a very convenient 
basis for soundness and completeness proofs, while ignoring irrelevant control  issues 
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and implementat ion details. Since CLNC-der ivat ions  proceed by outermost  narrow- 
ing and sharing, it is fair to say that the behaviour of  lazy evahmtion is properly 
reflected by the structure of  succes.~ful CLNC-derivatiozm. Neverr.heless, the lack 
of  an efficient mechanism to guide (and possibly avoid) don' t  know choices renders 
CLNC inadequate as a concrete specification of computat iona l  behaviour.  Consider 
for example a CRWL-program :~ consist ing of  the fol lowing rewrite rules: 
none(zero)  
none(sue(N) )  
one(zero)  
one(sue(N) )  
leq(zero ,Y )  
leq(suc(X) , suc(Y ) )  
leq(suc(X) , zero)  
leq(sue(X) , sue(Y) )  
--~ zero  
-> none(N)  
-~ sue  (zero)  
--, on~. (N) 
-~ t rue  
-~ leq(X ,  Y) 
-~ fa l se  
-~ leq(X ,  Y) 
Assume also a C-term mtm, built from the constructors zero and suc, that represents 
some very big natural  number.  Given the initial goal 
G0 =-- [] [] l eq(one(mm 0,none(num))  ~ R 
the CLNC-ca lcu lus  has a "don't know choice" between three different appl icat ions of  
the NRI  t ransformat ion,  according to the three rewrite rules given for leq in the pro- 
gram. The three corresponding alternatives for the next goal are as follows: 
Gt ~ 3¥. [] one(mira) -~ zero ,  none(mun)  -÷ T [] t rue  ~ R 
G2 ~ -TX. [] one(mon) -~ sue(X), none(n/on) -~ zero  F] fa l se  ~ R 
G3 ~ :qX, Y. [] or,~(~m~;i) .... ~ suc(X) ,  none(, ,mm) -~ suc(Y)  [] leq(X ,  Y) l>~ R 
Assume that these alternat:,ves are tried sequential ly in the given order. Then, G, will 
fail a lter an expcn:,lve corn ,u iat ion of  one(mint),  yielding value sue(zero) .  Next, 
G2 will succeed after performing a second evahmtion of  one(tram), as well as another  
expensive valuat ion of  none(man) ,  with value zero. If the user asks for alternative 
solutions. G x will be attempted,  and it will fail after repeating again the evaluat ions 
of  both one(nmn)  and none(turin).  In contrast  to this unfortuuate behaviour,  a 
purely functional language would be able to compute fa, l se  as the value of  
l eq(one(mon) ,  none(tur in))  by means of  a single determinist ic computat ion,  involv- 
ing no backtracking.  
In order to avoid such pitfalls as those shown by the previous example, CLNC 
must be refined by means of  some e~Tlci::nt strategy. As shown by the example, trying 
the different rewrite rules independemly,  in some sequential  order, leads easily to the 
repeated evaluat ion of  terms given as actual arguments for some function call (such 
as one(turin) above). A better st lategy for deal ing with a function call e---- 
f (eL ,  . . . ,  e ,  ) can be informally described as tbllows: 
Step I: Discard all the rewrite rules for f which fail due to constructor clash be- 
tween the left-hand side of the ~'ule and e. I f  all rules are discarded then fail. Other-  
wise, ;~.,, to Step 2. 
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,~tel 9. It; among the remaining rewrite rules for f ,  there is a single one whose left- 
hand side matches e, then apply this rule and discard all the others. I f  there are 
:~cveral rcwrit,', rules whose left-hand sides match e, then do not know choice is un- 
avoidable. Otherwise. go to Step 3. 
St¢7~ 3: If possible, choose at~ outermost subterm a of  some ar~mment term e,, such 
that a's evaluat ion is demanded by the patterns in all the left-hand sides of  appl icable 
rewrite rules lbr 1: and go to Step 4. If this is not possible, then don' t  know choice 
among the rewrite rules is unavoidable. 
SttT~ 4: Recursively using the same strategy, compute a head normal fo rm (short- 
ly. hnf)  h for a, the cesulting ~ will be either a variable or a term headed by a con- 
structor. Consider the new f:.mction call e' which has replaced e after the 
computat ion of  h, and go to Step 1 again. 
For  the example shown above, this strate-y leads to a fully deterministic evalua- 
tion of  the term leq  (one(turin),  none(turin)): 
® The left-hand sides of  all the rewrite rules for leq  demand the evaluation of  the 
first argument o h,<f. Theretbre, the tirst argument  erm one(hum) is chosen and 
its hnf  sue  ( zero  ) is computed.  
® Now, the first rewrite rule for leq  is discarded, and the left-hand sides of  the two 
remaining rules demand the evaluat ion of  the second argument  erm to hnf .  Thus, 
the second argumei~t term none( ram0 is chosen and its hnf  zero  is computed. 
® At this point, we are dealing with the term leq  ( sue  ( zero  ) ,  zero  ). The second 
rewrite rule tk~r leq  is tim only one whose left-hand side matches this term. Hence. 
we can commit  to this rule, that leads to the result fa l se .  
A more formal e laborat ion of these ideas, using so-called &,[initional tree~; [2] 
to guide unification with the left-hand sides of  rewrite rules, led to the demand rir- 
('n slrat~t¢.r developed in Ref. [32]. An independent formulat ion o f  essentially the 
same strategy was presc:~.ted under the name needed i l t l r ro l r i l lg  in Ref. [4] for so 
called indt.'tivt'ly sequcutial rcn'rite .~rstems. a proper subclass of  CRWL-programs 
wbi,=h deterges only deterministic functions by means of  uncon:J it ional rewrite rules. 
In Rel: [4] it was proved that needed narrowing for inductively sequential rewrite 
systems enjoys very nice opt imal i ty properties. Ira particular,  when restricted to term 
evaiuatk~l~, needed narrowin,,  achieves deterministic needed reductions of  minimal  
length ~m,der tt~e assmnpt ion of  sharing). More recently, needed narrowing has 
been extended to a computat ional  model for func?ion:d logic programming that ac- 
, .ommodates a rcsiduarion mechanism [26]. and some of its opt imal i ty properties 
have been established lbr "~ broader cla.,;s of  rewrite systems that allows for non-de- 
mrministic ,"unction.'; [3]. The rewrite systems in ReE [3] are more general than those 
in Ref. [41. but still less gene,'al than CRWL-programs.  In particular, they arc 
uncond ;~i, ional. 
in ~ummary, there are known opt:real ity results for demand driven (also called 
needed) narrowing strategies that apply to inducl ively sequential (and thus uncondi-  
tional) CRWL-programs.  On the other hand, the formulat ion of  a demand driven 
strategy given in Rel\ [32] relies essentially o~ "..~:e lel~-ha~nd sides of  rewrite rules, 
and is appl icable to any CRWL-program.  '~' l'he missing ~0iece to complete the pic- 
m Originally. [32l was not intended to cover the case of non-deterministlc functions. 
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ture is a theoretical result that would guarantee soundness and completeness of a de- 
mand driven strategy w.r.t. CRWL-semantics (as given by the free term models in 
Section 5 or, equivalently, the rewriting calculi in Section 4). We strongly conjecture 
that such a result can be established. 
Taking the previous conjecture for granted, it follows that any implementation 
of the demand driven strategy (as presented in Ref. [32]) can be safely used for the 
execution of CRWL-programs, provided that sharing is supported, Such an imple- 
mentation is provided by the TOY system [11]. Our experiments with TOY have 
shown indeed that CRWL-programs (written with minor syntactic modifications 
in order to conform TOY's concrete syntax), can be correctly executed. Sharing 
avoids computing those solutions that would be unsound w.r.t, call-time choice. 
Among other CRWL-programs, we have tested the examples presented in Sec- 
tion 2 in the TOY system. Our expectation that the "permutation sort' program 
using the "lazy generate z, nd test" approach should be much more e~cient han 
the naive, Prolog-like "generate and test' version has been confirmed by our exper- 
iments. 
In addition to the demand-driven strategy, TOY provides additional features 
(polymorphic types, higher-order functional and logic computations, yntactic dis- 
equality constraints, arithmetic onstraints over the real numbers) which merge 
also without problems with non-deterministic functions, the whole result being 
an attractive practical framework for a productive declarative programming. 
Some special optimizations for deterministic functions, such as dynamic cut 
[33] or simplification [24,25] are currently not supported by the TOY system. 
However, they can be implemented in principle for all those defined functions 
that are known to be deterministic, either on the basis of user given declarations, 
or because of known decidable sufficient conditions, as e.g. those proposed in 
Ref. [ 18]. 
9. Conclusions 
We have achieved a logical presentation of a quite general approach to declarative 
programming, based on the notion of non-deterministic lazy function. Besides proof 
calculi and a model theory for a constructor-based conditional rewriting logic 
CRWL, we have presented a sound and strongly complete I~,7", narrowing calculus 
CLNC,  which is able to support sharing and to identify safe cases for eager replace- 
ment of variables. All this shows the potential of our approach as a firm foundation 
for the development of functional logic languages. 
Admittedly, Ct,NC is an abstract description of goal solving rather than a con- 
crete operational model. Nevertheless, we have argued that it can be refined by 
adopting demand-driven narrowing strategies, so that a convenient and efficiently 
implementable operational model is ~btained. This claim has been further supported 
by the successful use of an implemented functional logic programming system [11] 
tbr executing CRWL-progr~ms. 
Planned future work will include further theoretical investigation of completeness 
results [or demand-driven narrowing strategies wx.t. CRWL's  semantics, as well as 
suitable xtensions of CRWL to obtain a logical foundation for other features of the 
TOY system, such as higher-order t~nctions, types, and constraints. 
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